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•
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• Write practice paragraphs
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Test yourself on the week’s quiz questions by:
1. Study the knowledge organiser/answer sheets for your set topic.
2. Write the answer to each question in Copy.
3. Check your answers using the answer sheet. Tick if correct, and add any missing
information in red pen.
4. Cover the answers in Copy and answer the question from memory in the Cover, Check
column.
5. Uncover the answers and mark the Cover, Check column with a red pen. Tick if correct, and
add any missing information.
6. Ask a friend or family member to test you on the same questions (and questions from
previous weeks.)
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1. End of First
World War
1918
1926
2. General Strike

3. Wall Street
Crash
1929
1936
4. Jarrow
Crusade

7 The Second World War and post-war Britain
Timeline
5. Start of
7. Labour won
9. New Towns
11. 1944
13. National
15. British
17. Housing Act
19. Labour
21. Churchill
Second World
election - Attlee
Act
Education
Health Service
Nationality Act
narrowly won
and Attlee
War
replaced
Act
(NHS) began
election
stepped down
Churchill as PM
implemented
as party leaders
1939
1945
1946
1947
1948
1948
1949
1950
1955
1945
1946
1946
1947
1948
1949
1949
1951
6. End of Second
8. National
10.
12. India became
14. National
16. Iron and
18. Britain
20. Churchill’s
World War
Insurance Act
Nationalisation
independent
Assistance Act
steel
joined NATO
Conservatives won
began
nationalised
election

Keywords
A fast, violent attack, usually with bombs
15. Luftwaffe
dropped by aircraft
16. Marshall Aid
2. Aneurin (Nye) Labour Minister of Health 1945- 2. British Empire
The group of countries that in the past were
Bevan
51
ruled or controlled by the UK
17. NHS
3. Capitalism
A system of government where property and
3. Clement
Labour Prime Minister 1945-51
businesses are privately owned
18. National
Attlee
4. Civil disobedience
Refusing to obey laws or pay taxes, as a peaceful Insurance
form of protest
19.
4. Ellen
Labour MP for Jarrow and
5. Civil servant
Somebody who works for the government
Nationalisation
Wilkinson
Minister of Education 1945-47
6. Cold War
A conflict between the USA and USSR from
20. Nazi
1945-91
5. John Maynard A British economist who
7. Commonwealth
A group of countries that used to be part of the
21. NATO
Keynes
negotiated a loan from America
British Empire
after the Second World War
8. Communist
A system of government where property and
22. Rationing
businesses are owned by the government
6. Mahatma
The leader of India's non-violent
Encouraging disagreement between your
23. Rioting
Gandhi
independence movement against 9. Divide and rule
opponents so that you can more easily rule them
British rule
10. Dole
Money that the government gives to people who 24. Slum
are unemployed
25. Social policy
7. Neville
Conservative Prime Minister
11. Evacuation
Being taken from a high-risk area to somewhere
Chamberlain
1937-40
safer
26. Social security
12. Fascist
A political system in which the government is
8. William
Social policy expert whose 1942
extremely powerful and controls people's lives
Beveridge
report recommended that
27. Trades Union
government should fight the five 13. General strike
A strike where most workers in a country refuse Congress (TUC)
Giants of ‘Want, Disease,
to work
28. USSR
Ignorance, Squalor and Idleness
14. Great Depression
The period of decrease in wealth, industrial
29. Welfare state
9. Winston
Conservative Prime Minister
production, and employment from 1929 until
Churchill
1940-45 and 1951-55
the start of the Second World War
Overview
General Strike 1926
Jarrow Crusade 1936
Second World War
• In 1926, mine owners across Britain tried to • In the 1930s the Great Depression affected • In 1939, Nazi German soldiers invaded Poland •
increase miners’ working hours and cut pay
Britain. unemployment was highest in coal,
so Britain and France declared war on Germany
steel and shipbuilding and the north of • Winston Churchill became Prime Minister and •
• The Trades Union Congress (TUC) called for a
England, Scotland and Wales
General Strike and many workers responded
led the British Government for most of the war
• The government had prepared for the strike • Jarrow was badly hit, with 8/10 unemployed
• Many British cities were badly bombed
and many middle class people helped keep the • In 1936 207 unemployed men marched 280 • The British government introduced rationing
country running
miles from Jarrow to Parliament with MP Ellen
and children were evacuated to the countryside •
Wilkinson but the Prime Minister refused to • In 1942 William Beveridge wrote a report about
• After a week the TUC, fearing revolution, called
meet them
off the strike so it failed
how Britain should rebuild when war ended
1. Adolf Hitler

Key People
Leader of Nazi Germany 1933-45

1. Blitz

The Nazi German air force
A US programme providing money to
Western Europe after the Second World War
National Health Service - The free British
health service set up in 1948
A system organised by the government to
insure people against sickness or injury.
When a country’s major industries are taken
over and run by the government
The German political party led by Hitler
which ruled Germany 1933-45
An international military organisation set up
by the USA and Western Europe in 1949
Giving every person a fixed amount of food,
fuel or clothing when there are shortages
When a large number of people behave in a
noisy, violent, and uncontrolled way
A very poor and crowded area of a city
The policies which governments use for
welfare and social protection
Money paid by the government to people
who are ill, poor, or who have no job
A group that represents workers in different
trade unions
Union of 15 countries led by Russia 1922-91
A system where government looks after
people, especially the old, children, sick and
unemployed
Labour in government 1945-51
Labour won a big election victory in 1945 so
Clement Attlee became Prime Minister
The Labour government responded to the
Beveridge Report and introduced a welfare
state including the NHS and National
Insurance and nationalised many industries
In 1947 Indian became independent and the
1948
British
Nationality
Act
meant
Commonwealth citizens could come to Britain6
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National
Insurance
Education
Act
Indian
US Housing Nationalisation
independence loan

1. Unemployment rates stayed very low with just 1.6% of people unemployed in 1950.

2. To address the giant of squalor, the Labour government implemented the 1946 New
Towns Act which planned twelve new towns and the 1949 Housing Act which allowed
councils to buy and repair damaged homes.
3. By the end of the Second World War, Britain had amassed a debt of £21 billion and needed
money to finance rebuilding so the British government asked the USA for assistance.
1. After the Second World War, Britain finally gave into demands for India to become an
independent country.

2. Between 1945-51, over 1 million homes were built, with 80% built by councils.

Immigration

What were the consequences of the Second World War on Britain?
Evidence
Explanation
1. To address the giant of disease, the Labour government established the National Health
1. Doctors, dentists and opticians were flooded with patients queuing up for treatment that
Service (NHS) in 1948 which provided free access to doctors, dentists, opticians and
they had previously been unable to afford.
hospitals.
2. To address the giant of want, the Labour government introduced the 1946 National
2. For the first time in history, the British government ensured that virtually the entire
Insurance Act which provided unemployment, sickness, maternity and widows' benefits
population was entitled to a minimum level of income.
and old age pensions and the 1948 National Assistance Act provided money for people
experiencing extra difficulty.
3. To address the giant of ignorance, in 1947 the Labour government implemented the
3. An extra 340,000 children stayed in education until the age of 15.
1944 Education Act which said that secondary education should be free and that pupils
should stay in school until age 15.
1. To address the giant of idleness, the Labour Government nationalised industries such as
steel, iron, gas, coal, electricity and the railways in order to create and maintain job levels.

2. The government encouraged people from Britain’s colonies to come and help rebuild
Britain by introducing the 1948 British Nationality Act which said that all Commonwealth
citizens could have British passports and work in the UK.

2. Between 1948 and 1962 around 500,000 people came to Britain from areas such as the
Caribbean, South Asia and Cyprus, with the most famous arrival being people from Jamaica
and Trinidad on the ship Empire Windrush in 1948.

3. After the Second World War, the world quickly became divided in a conflict known as the
Cold War between two superpowers, the West, led by the capitalist USA and the East, led
by the Communist USSR.

3. In 1949, Britain joined the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) which confirmed that
Britain was allied with the USA and other Western European countries.

Cold War

Britain and the wider world

Economy

Welfare state

NHS

Topic

3. The USA gave Britain a loan of $3.75 billion and $2.7 billion of Marshall Aid to help Britain
recover.
1. In 1947 Britain agreed to the partition of India which created Hindu India and Muslim
Pakistan which led to 14 million people being displaced.

/’
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HW1: Overview
Question

Copy, Cover

Check

General Strike 1926

1. Who tried to increase workers’
hours and cut their pay in 1926?
2. What did the Trades Union
Congress (TUC) call for in 1926?
3. Who helped keep the country
running during the strike?

Jarrow Crusade 1936

4. Who called off the strike after a
week?
5. What is the name of the period of
decrease
in
wealth,
industrial
production, and employment from
1929 until the start of the Second
World War?
6.
in
which
industries
was
unemployment highest in Britain
during the Great Depression?
7. In Britain which areas were hit
badly by the Great Depression?
8. What share of workers were
unemployed in Jarrow in the 1930s?
9. Who marched 280 miles from
Jarrow to Parliament in the Jarrow
Crusade in 1936?
10. What did the Prime Minister do
when the Jarrow Crusade reached
Parliament?

Second World War

11. Why did Britain and France
declare war on Germany in 1939?
12. Who became Prime Minister and
led the British government for most
of the war?
13. Which areas of Britain were badly
bombed in the Second World War?
14.How did life change for ordinary
people in Britain during the Second
World War?
15. Who wrote a report in 1942 about
how Britain should rebuild when war
ended?

Labour in government 1945-51

16. Who won the 1945 election?
17. Who became Prime Minister in
1945?
18. How did Labour respond the
Beveridge Report?
19.
When
did
India
independent from Britain?

become

20.
What
law
allowed
Commonwealth citizens to come to
Britain?
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HW2: Welfare state
Question

Copy, Cove

Check

1. What did the Labour government
establish to address the giant of
disease?

NHS

2. When was the NHS established?

3. What did the NHS provide free
access to?

National Insurance

4. Why did many patients queue up
for treatment once the NHS was
established?
5.
Which
law
provided
unemployment, sickness, maternity
and widows' benefits and old age
pensions?
6. Which law provided money for
people experiencing extra difficulty?

7. What was the result of the
establishment of National Insurance
and National Assistance?

Education Act

8. What was the name of the
education law implemented by the
Labour government in 1947?
9. How did the 1944 Education Act
change the cost of secondary
education?
10. What was the school leaving age
after the 1944 Education Act was
implemented?
11. How many extra children stayed
in education until 15 after the 1944
Education Act was implemented?
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Practice paragraph – Welfare state
What were the consequences of the Second World War on Britain?
Sentence starters
Success criteria
One consequence of the Second World War on  T1 Clear umbrella point
Britain was…
 T2 Detailed evidence
For example,… As a result,..
 T3 Explain evidence
Also,… As a result,…
 T4 Repeat T2 &T3 X2
In addition,… As a result,…
 T5 Overall link back to the
Overall,…
question
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HW3: Economy
Question

Copy, Cover

Check

1. What word means when a country’s
major industries are taken over and
run by the government?

Nationalisation

2. What industries did the Labour
government nationalise after the
Second World War?
3. Why did the Labour government
nationalise many industries after the
Second World War?

4. What was the impact of
nationalisation on unemployment?

5. What percentage of people were
unemployed in 1950?

Housing

6. What was the name of law which
planned twelve new towns?

7. What was the name of the law
which allowed councils to buy and
repair damaged homes?

8. How many homes were built in
Britain between 1945-51?

9. What percentage of new homes
were built by councils between 194551?

US loan

10. How much debt had Britain
amassed by the end of the Second
World War?
11. Who did the British government
ask for assistance with Britain’s debts
after the Second World War?
12. How much money did the USA
give Britain as a loan after the Second
World War?
13. How much money did the USA
give to Britain as Marshall Aid to help
Britain recover?
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Practice paragraph – Economy
What were the consequences of the Second World War on Britain?
Sentence starters
Success criteria
One consequence of the Second World War on  T1 Clear umbrella point
Britain was…
 T2 Detailed evidence
For example,… As a result,..
 T3 Explain evidence
Also,… As a result,…
 T4 Repeat T2 &T3 X2
In addition,… As a result,…
 T5 Overall link back to the
Overall,…
question
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HW4: Britain and the wider world
Question

Copy, Cover

Check

Indian independence

1. When did Britain agree to the
partition of India?
2. Which two countries were created
in the partition of India?
3. What was the main religious group
in India after partition?
4. What was the main religious group
in Pakistan after partition?

Immigration

5. How many people were displaced
as a result of the partition of India?
6. What word means the group of
countries that in the past were ruled
or controlled by the UK?
7. Why did the British government
encourage people to come to Britain
from Britain’s colonies after the
Second World War?
8. What word means a group of
countries that used to be part of the
British Empire?
9. What was the name of the law
which said that all Commonwealth
citizens could have British passports
and work in the UK?
10. How many people came to Britain
between 1948 and 1962?
11. Give three examples of areas
where people came to Britain from
after the Second World War.
12. What was the most famous arrival
of migrants to Britain after the
Second World War?
13. What was the name of the conflict
that quickly divided the world after
the Second World War?
14. What were the two sides in the
Cold War?

Cold War

15. What word means the union of 15
countries led by Russia 1922-91?
16. What system of government did
the USA have after the Second World
War?
17. What system of government did
the USSR have after the Second
World War?
18. What organisation did Britain
join in 1949?
19. What did Britain’s decision to join
NATO confirm?
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Practice paragraph – Britain and the wider world
What were the consequences of the Second World War on Britain?
Sentence starters
Success criteria
One consequence of the Second World War on  T1 Clear umbrella point
Britain was…
 T2 Detailed evidence
For example,… As a result,..
 T3 Explain evidence
Also,… As a result,…
 T4 Repeat T2 &T3 X2
In addition,… As a result,…
 T5 Overall link back to the
Overall,…
question
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1. End of First
World War
____
____
2. General Strike

1. __________

3. Wall Street
Crash
____
____
4. Jarrow
Crusade

7 The Second World War and post-war Britain
Timeline
5. Start of
7. Labour won
9. New Towns
11. 1944
13. National
15. British
17. Housing Act
19. Labour
21. Churchill
Second World
election - Attlee
Act
Education
Health Service
Nationality Act
narrowly won
and Attlee
War
replaced
Act
(NHS) began
election
stepped down
Churchill as PM
implemented
as party leaders
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
6. End of Second
8. National
10.
12. India became
14. National
16. Iron and
18. Britain
20. Churchill’s
World War
Insurance Act
Nationalisation
independent
Assistance Act
steel
joined NATO
Conservatives won
began
nationalised
election

Key People
Leader of Nazi Germany 1933-45

2. __________

Labour Minister of Health 194551

3. __________

Labour Prime Minister 1945-51

4. __________

Labour MP for Jarrow and
Minister of Education 1945-47

5. __________

A British economist who
negotiated a loan from America
after the Second World War

6. __________

The leader of India's non-violent
independence movement against
British rule

7. __________

Conservative Prime Minister
1937-40

8. __________

Social policy expert whose 1942
report recommended that
government should fight the five
Giants of ‘Want, Disease,
Ignorance, Squalor and Idleness
Conservative Prime Minister
1940-45 and 1951-55

9. __________

General Strike 1926

Keywords
A fast, violent attack, usually with bombs
15. __________
dropped by aircraft
16. __________
2. __________
The group of countries that in the past were
ruled or controlled by the UK
17. __________
3. __________
A system of government where property and
businesses are privately owned
18. __________
4. __________
Refusing to obey laws or pay taxes, as a peaceful
form of protest
19. __________
5. __________
Somebody who works for the government
6. __________
A conflict between the USA and USSR from
20. __________
1945-91
7. __________
A group of countries that used to be part of the
21. __________
British Empire
8. __________
A system of government where property and
22. __________
businesses are owned by the government
9. __________
Encouraging disagreement between your
23. __________
opponents so that you can more easily rule them
10. __________
Money that the government gives to people who 24. __________
are unemployed
25. __________
11. __________
Being taken from a high-risk area to somewhere
safer
26. __________
12. __________
A political system in which the government is
extremely powerful and controls people's lives
27. __________
13. __________
A strike where most workers in a country refuse
to work
28. __________
14. __________
The period of decrease in wealth, industrial
29. __________
production, and employment from 1929 until
the start of the Second World War
Overview
Jarrow Crusade 1936
Second World War
1. __________

The Nazi German air force
A US programme providing money to
Western Europe after the Second World War
National Health Service - The free British
health service set up in 1948
A system organised by the government to
insure people against sickness or injury.
When a country’s major industries are taken
over and run by the government
The German political party led by Hitler
which ruled Germany 1933-45
An international military organisation set up
by the USA and Western Europe in 1949
Giving every person a fixed amount of food,
fuel or clothing when there are shortages
When a large number of people behave in a
noisy, violent, and uncontrolled way
A very poor and crowded area of a city
The policies which governments use for
welfare and social protection
Money paid by the government to people
who are ill, poor, or who have no job
A group that represents workers in different
trade unions
Union of 15 countries led by Russia 1922-91
A system where government looks after
people, especially the old, children, sick and
unemployed
Labour in government 1945-51
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Second World War
In September 1939, Britain entered into what would become the world’s most devastating war
to date. Learn all about the events that changed the lives of millions in our World War 2 facts

World War 2 facts

1. World War 2 was a battle between two groups of countries
– the “Allies” and the “Axis“. The major Allied Powers were Britain, France, Russia, China and
the United States. The major Axis Powers were Germany, Italy and Japan.

2. Before World War 2 began, Germany was ruled by a man named Adolf Hitler
Together with the Nazi Party, he wanted Germany to rule Europe. To gain more land and
power, on 1 September 1939 German troops invaded Poland. After Hitler refused to stop the
invasion, Britain and France declared war on Germany – World War II had begun.

3. During the course of the war, German forces advanced through Europe
By the summer of 1941 they had
invaded France, Belgium, Holland, Luxembourg, Denmark, Norway, Greece, Yugoslavia* and
the USSR*.

4. Millions of Germans were imprisoned and killed because they didn’t fit the image
of the ‘perfect’ German
Hitler wanted to create what he thought was the “best” and strongest race – and to the Nazi
Party, this excluded certain groups, such as Jews, Gypsies and those with physical and mental
disabilities. In an attempt to eliminate a “racial enemy” outside of Germany, such groups were
also persecuted in the countries invaded by German forces.

5. The group most heavily targeted by the Nazis were the Jews
Around six million Jewish people were killed during World War 2 in one of history’s most terrible
events – the Holocaust. Racist in his views, Hitler blamed Jewish people for Germany
losing World War I and claimed they were dangerous to German people and society.
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6. Around the same time that Germany fought for power in Europe, Japan wanted to
control Asia and the Pacific
In 1937 (before World War 2 had officially begun) under Emperor Hirohito, Japan attacked
China, bringing the two nations into years of conflict.

7. The US didn’t join the war until 1941, when Japan attacked the United States
– at their Naval Base at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii. On 8 December 1941 (the very next day), the US
declared War on Japan and, in turn, its German allies.

8. Some countries remained ‘neutral’ in World War 2
Such countries were Spain, Sweden and Switzerland – who chose not to join either side.

9. The Germans surrendered on 8 May 1945
In 1944, an Allied army crossed from Britain to free France from Nazi rule. One year later, Allied
armies invaded Germany, forcing the Germans to surrender. After nuclear attacks on Japan’s
major cities Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan also surrendered to Allied forces in August the
same year. World War 2 had ended.

10. Around 64 million people died in World War 2 – that’s more than
the entire population of the United Kingdom.
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Social impact of World War Two in Britain
Some of the main events of World War Two in Britain.

Government attitudes to poverty
Throughout World War Two 1939-1945, Britain was run by a Government which included Labour,
Conservative and Liberal politicians.
Winston Churchill became Prime Minister and led the British Government for most of the war.
The Government became much more involved in people's lives during the war. Far from being
resented, most people welcomed this Government intervention and wanted it to go further.
The Government was seen to be taking an active interest in providing for the welfare of the
British people.
The war greatly affected how people in Britain lived their lives.

Rationing
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Britain is an island and by the outbreak of World War Two, it did not have enough farmland to
sustain its increased population.

Rationed foods during World War Two
The problem was solved by importing a great deal of goods from the British Empire.
The German Government tried to disrupt delivery of goods by sea to Britain.
The Battle of the Atlantic saw the destruction of many British merchant ships by German Uboats.
In order to cope with reduced supplies, in 1940 the Government introduced a number of
measures:
•

The Government organised the rationing of foodstuffs, clothing and fuel during the war.

•

The price of restaurant meals was limited.

•

Extra milk and meals were provided for expectant mothers and children.
Rationing helped to change attitudes - the fact that everyone was restricted to buying a
certain amount of goods, created a sense of sharing and cooperation in Britain.
It was accepted that the Government was more involved in people’s health and food intake.

Bombing
Britain was a heavily industrialised country which produced much of the materials needed to
fight the war against Germany in its factories, mines and yards. Many materials and goods
were produced, including coal, steel, ships, aircraft, tanks, transport vehicles, guns and
munitions.
The Germans aimed to destroy Britain's capability to produce these materials and goods. They
also wanted to disrupt communications and destroy military installations within Britain.

London buildings being bombed during the Blitz
The German Luftwaffe was used to target and bomb British industrial cities, including London,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Liverpool, Manchester and Sheffield. This bombing was
especially intense during 1940-1941 and referred to as the 'Blitz' in the British press.
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Many German bombs did not only hit industrial and military targets, but also landed in
residential areas and on people’s homes. The fact that civilians and their homes were
endangered by German bombings, led to Government action.
Those living in populated areas had been encouraged to build Anderson shelters in their
gardens. Large civic shelters were constructed in towns and cities to protect large numbers of
civilians and those who did not have gardens.

Londoners had to shelter in the tube station during the Blitz
A ‘blackout’ was enforced after dusk, whereby lights were only to be turned on in houses if
rooms had blackout curtains.
All sections of society were affected by the bombing. The upper, middle and working classes
were equally at risk.
Bombing helped to change attitudes because civilians helped each other construct shelters
and would check to see if families needed help after a raid. A community spirit and mentality
whereby everyone helped each other, developed in Britain. This attitude was to continue after
the war and resulted in new laws being passed.

Evacuation
The Government also took action to ensure the safety of as much of the population as
possible. Children, and to a lesser extent families, were evacuated from industrial cities to the
countryside. It was thought they would be safe from aerial bombing there.

Children being evacuated from London
Those living in the countryside saw an influx of women and children. Many of these children
would stay with middle and upper class families.
Many were surprised and shocked by the conditions of the people arriving from the industrial
cities, especially the children.
City children often had poor clothing and were sometimes dressed in rags. They suffered from
developmental illnesses such as polio and rickets. They were often poorly educated and had
suffered from a lack of clean air.
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Evacuation helped to change attitudes because it meant that working class children mixed
with more affluent families. It highlighted the severe poverty that still existed in cities after the
reforms of the early 1900s. Upper and lower class citizens were brought closer together.

The Beveridge Report

William Beveridge
William Beveridge was a social policy expert who had worked with the Liberal Government at
the start of the 1900s, helping to develop their social policies and reforms.
During the war, Beveridge was appointed head of a committee charged with investigating
social security in Britain.

The Five Giants
The committee, led by Beveridge, identified five major problems which prevented people from
bettering themselves:
•

want (caused by poverty)

•

ignorance (caused by a lack of education)

•

squalor (caused by poor housing)

•

idleness (caused by a lack of jobs, or the ability to gain employment)

•

disease (caused by inadequate health care provision)

The Report
The Committee’s Report on Social Insurance and Allied Services was published in December
1942. It became known as the Beveridge Report.
The recommendations were for a system that would be:
•

comprehensive – cover all problems relating to poverty, from birth to death

•

universal – available to all

•

contributory – paid into from wages

•

non-means tested – available to all, even if unable to pay

•

compulsory – all workers were to contribute
The challenge of addressing the ‘Five Giants’ led to the establishment of the Welfare State
under the Labour Government
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What was the Cold War?
The Cold War was a division between Russia and western countries (the US and its allies, like
Britain), which started in the 1940s and lasted until 1991.
It is hard to pinpoint an exact date for when it started. It was a war between two ideas and
ways of ruling - communism (the east) and capitalism (the west).

This map shows the west in blue and the east in red, with the US also on the side of the west

The Russians operated a communist state (from 1922 to 1991), while western countries like the
US were capitalist countries.
Throughout the Cold War, communist and capitalist nations tried to out-do each other,
competing to develop the best technologies and weapons.
GETTY IMAGES

The flag of the communist power in the Cold War was a red flag with a gold hammer crossed with a sickle, which is a symbol of communism

What is capitalism?

In a capitalist system:
•

Citizens are allowed to have their own businesses and make their own money

•

It revolves around something called free markets, in which companies and business
people can buy and sell products and services, depending on what customers and the
public want (which also determines how much things will cost), with little or no
government control
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•

Usually, there are multiple political parties that stand for different parts of society (but this
doesn't always have to be the case in a capitalist society)

•

Governments are chosen in democratic elections, in which citizens have their say on
who they want to be in charge (a democracy)

•

People's rights and freedoms are an important part of life, including being able to say
what they feel (freedom of speech)

The press enjoys freedom of speech too and is not controlled by the state
What is communism?
•

In a communist system:
•

Businesses are owned by the state and any wealth from them is controlled by the people
in power

•

There is one political party in charge

•

There is no opportunity for citizens to vote for who they want to be in charge or change
the government (a dictatorship)

•

It is more important to serve the state and be obedient to those in charge than it is to
have personal freedoms

• The media is controlled by those in power
Where did communism come from?

To understand why the Cold War started, it is necessary to understand where communism in
Russia came from, as it was the first time that this system of ruling had been introduced.
In 1917, the Bolsheviks took power in Russia after the October Revolution and a new political
system called communism was introduced. (In the years to follow, some other countries
including China, North Korea and Cuba would adopt communism too.)
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A group of demonstrators gather in Palace Square, Moscow in May 1917

In 1922, Russia - along with countries under its control - formed the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (the USSR) - better known as the Soviet Union (or the Soviets). It was a communist
group and did not agree with western, capitalist countries or their way of ruling.
Why did the Cold War start?
The Cold War started in the aftermath of World War Two, but its foundations came earlier than
this.
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During World War Two, something unusual happened. After Hitler started to invade USSRcontrolled territories, the Soviet Union joined forces with Britain - traditionally its political enemy to fight against Germany.
When the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbour in December 1941 and the US joined World War
Two as well, this brought together the USSR and the US - also traditionally political enemies.
Together, Britain, the US and the USSR became unlikely allies known as the Grand Alliance,
fighting against the Nazis. This is why 1941 is sometimes said to be the start of the Cold War,
when these three nations were brought together.
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In December 1941, the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbour, which led to the US joining World War Two

In two separate meetings in 1943 and 1945, the leaders of Britain, the US and the USSR met to
decide how they would deal with the Nazis in Europe. Winston Churchill was the UK prime
minister, Franklin D Roosevelt was the US president and Joseph Stalin was premier of the USSR.
But by the time it came to putting into action what they had agreed, the leaders had
changed. By the time of an important meeting in 1945 in Potsdam in Berlin, there was a new UK
prime minister (Clement Atlee) and a new US president (Harry S Truman).
President Truman was more outspoken than President Roosevelt about his dislike of Stalin and
communism, and Stalin didn't like how the US treated the USSR. Britain and the US did not trust
that Stalin was going to allow elections to happen in areas which the USSR would control after
the war - something that was agreed at an earlier meeting.
Even during the war, Stalin had plans to take over Eastern Europe. As the Soviets drove the
Nazis back, they had begun to occupy large parts of Eastern Europe and they wanted to
impose communism in these areas.
This was a worry for the US and Britain, but the Grand Alliance still had to work together to
defeat the Japanese.
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US President Truman (pictured here) was more vocal than Roosevelt about his dislike of Stalin and communism

In 1945, the US dropped two atomic bombs on Japan - one on Hiroshima and another, three
days later, on Nagasaki. Around 214,000 people lost their lives.
While the Japanese surrendered from the war a few days later, some have said that dropping
the bombs like this was also a way for the US to show the Soviet Union how powerful it was and
who was really in control.
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Shortly after, World War Two was over - but relations between the Grand Alliance had become
tense and the Cold War had begun.
Cold War begins
After World War Two was fought to ensure people's freedoms, the Western allies became
worried that in many parts of Europe, Nazi dictatorship was simply being replaced by
communist dictatorships.
In 1946, Churchill - who was UK prime minister again - declared that an "iron curtain" had come
down across Europe, as it was divided up between the east and the west. This became known
as the famous iron curtain speech.
Between 1945 and 1948, the Soviets made Albania, Bulgaria, East Germany, Romania, Poland,
Hungary and Czechoslovakia communist nations. This gave them a buffer zone to protect the
USSR from any potential future invasions by the west.
Greece looked like it was the next country in Eastern Europe to become communist. Britain
didn't have the money to stop it from happening and the west became worried about how
communism was spreading.
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General George Marshall came up with a plan that might help to stop the spread of communism in Eastern Europe

In March 1947, the US vowed to help to stop this from happening. President Truman made a
speech in which he promised that the US would help any country that took a stand against
communism. It was called the Truman Doctrine. In June that year, he sent General George
Marshall to see what could be done. Marshall came up with a plan - Marshall Aid - that would
offer European countries money to recover after World War Two and reject communism.
In 1947, Stalin had set up Cominform - an alliance of communist countries - and he forbade
any of them from applying for Marshall Aid. Then, in January 1949, the Soviets set up a council
called Comecon to run its very own Molotov Plan of financial help to try to keep the
communist nations on its side. In a way, both sides were trying to buy support from countries.
Why was Berlin so important in the Cold War?
Berlin would become a significant city in the conflict between the West and the Soviets.
After World War Two, Germany had been divided up into four between the US, Britain, France
and Russia. Berlin was also divided in half, even though the west's portion of Berlin was
surrounded by Soviet areas. It was the last gap in the USSR's buffer zone - and Stalin wanted
control of it.
The Allies used money from Marshall Aid to help Germany to recover after the war. But the
areas controlled by the USSR were poor and it made communism look bad. Stalin set out to
take over Berlin.
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In June 1948, Britain, France and the US joined their areas of Germany together in what would
become known as West Germany, with West Berlin as its capital. Between 1949 and 1961 an
estimated 2.7 million East Germans left for West Germany in the hope of a better life.
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Joseph Stalin wanted to take control of Berlin

Stalin did not like any of this. On 23 June 1948, he cut the west's road and rail access to West
Berlin, in what became known as the Berlin Blockade.
This meant West Berlin could only be accessed by the air. For 11 months, something called
the Berlin Airlift supplied West Berlin with food and supplies from the air, as the west didn't want
to force their way through by land and risk starting another war.
The blockade was lifted in May 1949, but the conflict between East and West Germany was
more strongly established than ever.
The Cold War intensifies
In 1949, Nato - the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, which was a group of countries working
together to defend themselves - was formed as a result of the Berlin Blockade. It included the
US, UK, Canada, West Germany, Portugal, France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Iceland, Italy
and Luxembourg. The USSR was not invited to join the group.
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1945-51: Labour and the creation of the welfare
state
From the shock victory of Labour at the 1945 general election, to the founding of the
promised welfare state, Derek Brown trawls the archives and presents a potted history of
the immediate postwar years.
Derek Brown
Introduction
The outcome of the 1945 election was more than a sensation. It was a political earthquake.
Less than 12 weeks earlier, Winston Churchill had announced the unconditional surrender of Nazi
Germany. Churchill wanted his wartime coalition to continue until Japan too had been defeated, but was
not unduly dismayed when his Labour ministers insisted that the country be offered a choice. The prime
minister called the election for early July, confident that the British people would back the greatest hero
of the hour. Of all Churchill's colossal misjudgments, that was probably the most egregious.
The voters wanted an end to wartime austerity, and no return to prewar economic depression. They
wanted change. Three years earlier, in the darkest days of the war, they had been offered a tantalising
glimpse of how things could be in the bright dawn of victory. The economist William Beveridge had
synthesised the bravest visions of all important government departments into a single breathtaking view
of the future.
The 1942 Beveridge Report spelled out a system of social insurance, covering every citizen regardless of
income. It offered nothing less than a cradle-to-grave welfare state.
That was the great promise dangled before the British electorate in 1945. Though Churchill had presided
over the planning for radical social reform, though he was a genuine hero of the masses - and though,
ironically enough, the Tory manifesto pledges were not all that different from Labour's - the people did
not trust him to deliver the brave new world of Beveridge.
There were other factors too. The Labour party had held office only twice before, in 1924 and in 1929-31,
but during the war years its leadership had acquired both experience and trust. It now looked like a
party of government.
Labour's promise to take over the commanding heights of the economy via nationalisation were
anathema to committed Tories, but after nearly six years of wartime state direction of the economy it did
not seem nearly so radical as it had before the war - or indeed as it seems now.
Then there was the military vote. Britain had millions of men and women in uniform in 1945, scattered
over Europe, the far east, and elsewhere. They, more than any other section of the electorate, yearned
for change and for a better civilian life. The military vote was overwhelmingly pro-Labour.
Many students of the 1945 election believe that a key role was played by the Daily Mirror, then the
biggest selling paper in Britain, and easily the most popular among the armed forces. On VE (Victory in
Europe) Day, the Mirror published an immensely powerful cartoon by the brilliant Philip Zec. It showed
a battered, bandaged Allied soldier holding out to the reader a slip of paper marked Victory and Peace in
Europe. Under the drawing was the caption "Here you are! Don't lose it again."
The same cartoon was published on the Mirror's front page on the morning of the most remarkable
general election of the 20th century. But when the result was announced on July 26 - three weeks after
polling day to allow military postal votes to be counted - it was clear that postwar politics had changed
utterly.
With 47.7% of the vote, Labour secured a staggering 393 seats in the House of Commons. The
Conservatives, with 39.7%, won just 210 seats. The Liberal party, which had governed the country less
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than quarter of a century earlier, was reduced to 9% of the vote, and just 12 seats. The new prime
minister was Churchill's deputy in the war time coalition, Clement Attlee.
On the first day of the new parliament, the massed ranks of Labour members bawled out the socialist
anthem, the Red Flag. Tories everywhere were scandalised. (There is a splendid apocryphal story of a
lady in a grand London hotel who was overheard exclaiming "Labour in power? The country will never
stand for it!")
But stand for it they did, over the next six momentous years.
Clement Attlee
The new prime minister was not obviously cut out for the job. Painfully shy and reserved to the point of
coldness, he had the appearance - and often the style - of a bank clerk. Churchill described him, cruelly,
as "a sheep in sheep's clothing".
The son of a City solicitor, he was educated at Haileybury College - which specialised in turning out
administrators for the British Raj - and at University College, Oxford. Attlee was so far from being a
passionate ideologue that his wife Violet once casually observed: "Clem was never really a socialist, were
you, darling? Well, not a rabid one."
Yet this essentially herbivorous exterior cloaked a steely determination, and a deepseated devotion to
social justice first developed during his voluntary work in London's East End before the first world war.
After distinguished service in that war, Attlee entered parliament in 1922, and served in the first two
Labour governments. In 1931, he declined to join Ramsey Macdonald's national coalition, preferring to
stay with the rump opposition. He became Labour leader in 1935.
Though many on the left opposed Labour participation in Churchill's wartime coalition (at least during
the early years when Hitler was allied with the Soviet Union under Stalin), Attlee responded to the
national crisis by guiding his party into the national government. He became Lord Privy Seal and, from
1942, deputy prime minister. He was 62 when he entered Downing Street.
Attlee's team
The great tide of new Labour MPs who entered the Commons in 1945 included some eager youngsters
who were to make their mark on the party, and indeed the country. They included Denis Healey (who
made an impassioned maiden speech urging world socialist revolution), Harold Wilson, Michael Foot,
and James Callaghan. But the men Attlee leaned on were of course of Labour's old guard. His principal
props were Ernest Bevin, a pragmatic trade unionist who had made his mark during the war as an
energetic labour minister, Labour stalwart Hugh Dalton, and Stafford Cripps, an aloof intellectual
(Churchilll once remarked of him: "There but for the grace of God, goes God.").
The Attlee-Bevin alliance was particularly important in protecting the administration from some of its
own hotter blooded members, who shared the young Healey's enthusiasm for revolution. Their most
potent figurehead was Aneurin Bevan, a fiery orator from the Welsh valleys, who constantly urged the
government to embrace radical reforms, and bitterly resisted any suggestion of pragmatic trimming of
policy. Bevan eventually was to deal the Attlee administration a hammer blow, when he resigned over
the reintroduction of NHS prescription charges. For six years, though, his was the voice of radical
Labour.
Nationalisation
"The Labour Party is a Socialist Party, and proud of it." The stark sentence is buried in the party's 1945
election manifesto, which promised that Labour would take control of the economy and in particular of
the manufacturing industry. The manifesto pledged nationalisation of the Bank of England, the fuel and
power industries, inland transport, and iron and steel. And with a majority of more than 150, the party
could not be denied.
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One by one the key industries of the postwar economy tumbled into the public sector, where they were
subject to elaborate planning controls. For the most part the takeovers were highly popular; none more
so than the nationalisation of the coalmines. Pit owners still employed a million men, many of them in
dire and dangerous conditions. The new national coal board was seen as much as a humanitarian
institution as an economic one.
Other nationalisation operations were regarded more cynically. No sooner had British Railways taken
over the old regional semi-private networks than jokes began to circulate about unreliable, crowded
trains, crumbling stations and that old standby of British comedy, the buffet sandwich.
After the initial euphoria of nationalisation, it wasn't long before doubts began to emerge. The state
industries were smothered by bureaucracy and the demands of Labour's economic gurus, both amateur
and professional. Their bolder ideas were often subsumed in the delicate balance between principle and
pragmatism.
It became clear that the lumbering machinery of economic planning could not deliver what the voters
had demanded and Labour had promised: full employment, secure jobs with fair wages, an end to
wartime rationing and - above all perhaps - decent homes for all.
It has sometimes been argued that the Attlee government's main disadvantage was that Britain had been
on the winning side in the war. British cities and industries had been bashed around by German air
raids, but had not suffered the wholesale destruction which allowed the renascent German economy to
start from a clean sheet. More importantly, British economic class structures - and bitter enmities survived the war unscathed, in contrast to those countries which had been traumatised by invasion and
occupation (none more so than Germany) into rethinking their economic cultures.
But there were other obstacles in the path of Labour's would-be revolutionaries. The country, to put it
brutally, was broke. It had poured its wealth into the war effort and in 1945 was groaning under a
mountain of debt. It had pawned many of its most valuable assets, including a huge slice of overseas
investments, to service that debt.
And even when the war was finally over, the victorious, impoverished British maintained vast numbers
of men and resources tied up in an empire on which the sun was about to set. In Europe, Britain paid for
a huge army of occupation in Germany. The dawn of the nuclear age, and British pride, demanded
handsome investment in the new terrible weapons which would keep us allegedly a first class power.
The disarmament, which some in the Labour party craved, proved illusory as - in Churchill's words
again - an iron curtain descended across Europe, and the cold war began.
Speaking of cold, even the weather seemed at times to conspire against Labour. The winter of 1946-47
was one of the most severe ever recorded, causing widespread misery and disruption. One of the few
truly cheering aspects of life was the imminent arrival of the Beveridge reforms.
The welfare state
The Attlee government is rightly seen as one of the great reformist administrations of the 20th century.
It is a pleasant irony that the impetus for the more durable reforms came from outside the party.
The 1944 Education Act, which had introduced the concept of selection at 11 and compulsory free
secondary education for all, was based on the work of a Tory, Richard Austin 'Rab' Butler, who went on
to conquer all but the tallest peak of British politics.
The introduction of the welfare state rested very largely on the work of two Liberal economists: John
Maynard Keynes, who argued the virtues of full employment and state stimulation of the economy, and
William Beveridge.
Beveridge's ideas were culled from every nook and cranny of Whitehall. His formidable task was to put
together a coherent plan for postwar social reconstruction. What he came up with extended hugely the
framework of national insurance first put in place before the first world war by David Lloyd George.
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Every British citizen would be covered, regardless of income or lack of it. Those who lacked jobs and
homes would be helped. Those who were sick, would be cured.
The birth of the National Health Service in July 1948 remains Labour's greatest monument. It was
achieved only after two years of bitter resistance by the medical establishment, with consultants
threatening strike action and the British Medical Association pouring out gloomy warnings about
bureaucracy and expense.
Alas, those warnings proved to have more than a grain of truth, and the government was forced to
retreat from its first grand vision of free, comprehensive health care for all. In the beginning, everything
was provided: hospital accommodation, GP cover, medicine, dental care, and even spectacles. But with
Britain showing few signs of economic take off, the budgetary burden was enormous. In 1951, chancellor
of the exchequer Hugh Gaitskell was obliged to reintroduce charges for NHS false teeth and glasses.
Aneurin Bevan, Harold Wilson and junior minister John Freeman stormed out of government, and
Attlee's goose was cooked.
Foreign policy
Attlee's government took office in a world changing at bewildering speed. The war had forged new
alliances, the greatest and most nebulous of all the United Nations. The USA and the USSR were
undisputed superpowers; Britain and France deluded themselves that they were too.
In the far east, the embers of nationalism had been stirred into flame by the brutal advance and
subsequent stubborn retreat of Japan. Britain's ignominious surrender of Singapore in 1941 had sent a
clear signal to Asia that the daysof European imperialism were numbered.
With hindsight it was a blessing for Britain, as well as for its vast numbers of subjects around the world,
that Winston Churchill lost the 1945 election. The old warrior was, at heart, a Victorian romantic,
hopelessly in thrall to the so called romance of empire. His antipathy to India's independence struggle,
in particular, was well established.
Attlee, on the other hand, recognised that the British Raj was doomed. He had been to Haileybury
College, after all, and had paid an official visit to India in 1929. Even if the prime minister had
harboured any illusions about Britain's duty to its 300m Indian subjects, he was constantly reminded by
Washington that the US would not tolerate the continuance of empire. Wisely, he bowed to the
inevitable, and prepared for withdrawal.
But even as it bade farewell, Britain was to visit two disasters on the subcontinent. One was Attlee's
appointment of Lord Mountbatten as the last Viceroy. Conceited, impatient, and breathtakingly
arrogant, he took to the grandeur and the raw power of the job with unholy relish.
Mountbatten decided that independence would come on August 1947, on the second anniversary of the
day he had accepted the surrender of the Japanese in south-east Asia. Nothing was to stand in the way
of this vainglory - not even the unresolved issue of Muslim demands for a separate state, and the
gathering storm clouds of communal violence.
In a few summer weeks, colonial servants scribbled lines across the map of the mighty subcontinent,
carving East and West Pakistan out of Mother India, and sparking a bloodbath so frightful that no one to
this day knows exactly how many millions died. The holocaust even consumed Mahatma Gandhi, the
father of free India and of freedom movements everywhere, who was assassinated months after
independence. Thus ended 300 years of history, and 90 years of Raj. King George VI would be the last
British monarch to style himself emperor of India.
There was another colonial retreat, in a way just as disgraceful, on the extreme west of Asia. For just
over a quarter of a century British administrators had tried, and on the whole failed, to make sense of
their League of Nations (later United Nations) mandate to rule Palestine. They tried partition,
appeasement, manipulation and bald coercion. Nothing helped assuage the bloody friction between the
rising tide of Jewish immigrants and the native Palestinians.
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The end of the second world war brought new waves of refugees from Nazi tyranny to the shores of the
holy land, and the conflict became more unholy than ever. Washington was adamant that nothing
should stand in the way of the establishment of Israel and when the mandate finally dribbled into the
sands of history in May 1948, the new state was born, fighting for its life.
Elsewhere, of course, Britain's imperial might remained intact. The Union flag still flew over huge tracts
of Africa, whole archipelagos in the Caribbean and Pacific, jewels of Asia like Singapore and Hong Kong.
But there was another much greater reality: British adherence to, and even dependence on, the
patronage of the United States. We tagged along with Washington in the occupation of Germany and the
establishment of Nato; we acquiesced in the new division of Europe between east and west; we willingly
did our bit in the great airlift which saved west Berlin from the Soviet blockade of the late 1940s, and we
sent our troops to South Korea to fight for the United Nations - under US direction - against China and
the North.
At the insistence of Attlee and the Labour right, we developed our very own nuclear weapons and
insisted that they kept us independent. In reality, the north Atlantic connection was the only one which
ultimately mattered.
Conclusion
It is tempting to think of the Attlee years as an anti-climax. After the clamour of victory, the peace was a
drab disappointment. And after all the fervent promises of a new dawn, British life remained to a large
extent grey and grim. At times, food restrictions were even tighter than during the war - bread was
rationed for the first time. Class enmities flourished; social and economic inequalities remained
palpable. Here and there were little pockets of a new prosperity: television broadcasts were resumed, the
first Morris Minors appeared, and British designers were working on the world's first commercial jet,
the De Havilland Comet. But of that great universal prosperity which seemed to glow from the 1945
manifestos, there was little sign.
And yet, and yet... Britain in the Attlee years changed more than under any other government, before or
since. The welfare reforms, and to a lesser extent the great experiment of state control of industry, had a
profound effect on the way the people saw themselves and their country. And what they saw, on the
whole, was pleasing.
In 1950, after five exhausting years, it was inevitable that the great electoral tide of 1945 would be
turned. But in the general election of that year the Labour vote dipped less than 2%, and it was only the
vagaries of the first past the post system that saw the Tories gain 88 seats.
Still, Attlee remained in power, at the head of an increasingly fractious government rent by ideological
divisions, and fatally wounded by the illness and withdrawal from public life of men like Cripps and
Bevin. When the NHS prescription charge issue finally ripped the party apart, the prime minister was
obliged to go to the country again in 1951.
Even then, Labour retained the faith of the people, gaining its highest ever share of the vote: 48.8%.
Indeed, it was the closest any party came in the 20th century to achieving a popular majority mandate,
but it was still not enough. The key turned out to be the Liberal vote, which suddenly evaporated, leaving
the party with just 2.5% support and six MPs. The Conservatives ended up with fewer votes than Labour,
but 26 more MPs. Winston Churchill was back in Downing Street.
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ANSWERS

Labour in
government 1945-51

Second World War

Jarrow Crusade 1936

General Strike
1926

HW1: Overview
Question
1. Who tried to increase workers’ hours and cut
their pay in 1926?
2. What did the Trades Union Congress (TUC) call
for in 1926?
3. Who helped keep the country running during the
strike?
4. Who called off the strike after a week?
5. What is the name of the period of decrease in
wealth, industrial production, and employment
from 1929 until the start of the Second World War?
6. in which industries was unemployment highest
in Britain during the Great Depression?
7. In Britain which areas were hit badly by the Great
Depression?
8. What share of workers were unemployed in
Jarrow in the 1930s?
9. Who marched 280 miles from Jarrow to
Parliament in the Jarrow Crusade in 1936?
10. What did the Prime Minister do when the
Jarrow Crusade reached Parliament?
11. Why did Britain and France declare war on
Germany in 1939?
12. Who became Prime Minister and led the British
government for most of the war?
13. Which areas of Britain were badly bombed in
the Second World War?
14.How did life change for ordinary people in
Britain during the Second World War?
15. Who wrote a report in 1942 about how Britain
should rebuild when war ended?
16. Who won the 1945 election?
17. Who became Prime Minister in 1945?
18. How did Labour respond the Beveridge Report?
19. When did India become independent from
Britain?
20. What law allowed Commonwealth citizens to
come to Britain?

Copy, Cover, Check
Mine owners
General Strike
Many middle class people
The TUC
Great Depression
Coal, steel and shipbuilding
North of England, Scotland and Wales
8/10
207 unemployed men and MP Ellen Wilkinson
Refused to meet them
Nazi German soldiers invaded Poland
Winston Churchill
Cities
The government introduced rationing and children
were evacuated to the countryside
William Beveridge
Labour
Clement Attlee
Introduced a welfare state including NHS and National
Insurance
1947
1948 British Nationality Act

HW2: Welfare state

Education Act

National Insurance

NHS

Question
1. What did the Labour government establish to
address the giant of disease?
2. When was the NHS established?
3. What did the NHS provide free access to?
4. Why did many patients queue up for treatment
once the NHS was established?
5. Which law provided unemployment, sickness,
maternity and widows' benefits and old age
pensions?
6. Which law provided money for people
experiencing extra difficulty?
7. What was the result of the establishment of
National Insurance and National Assistance?
8. What was the name of the education law
implemented by the Labour government in 1947?
9. How did the 1944 Education Act change the cost
of secondary education?
10. What was the school leaving age after the 1944
Education Act was implemented?
11. How many extra children stayed in education
until 15 after the 1944 Education Act was
implemented?

Copy, Cover, Check
National Health Service (NHS)
1948
Doctors, dentists, opticians and hospitals
They had previously been unable to afford treatment
1946 National Insurance Act
1948 National Assistance Act
Virtually the entire population was entitled to a
minimum level of income
1944 Education Act
It became free
15
340,000
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HW3: Economy

US loan

Housing

Nationalisation

Question
1. What word means when a country’s major
industries are taken over and run by the
government?
2. What industries did the Labour government
nationalise after the Second World War?
3. Why did the Labour government nationalise
many industries after the Second World War?
4. What was the impact of nationalisation on
unemployment?
5. What percentage of people were unemployed in
1950?
6. What was the name of law which planned twelve
new towns?
7. What was the name of the law which allowed
councils to buy and repair damaged homes?
8. How many homes were built in Britain between
1945-51?
9. What percentage of new homes were built by
councils between 1945-51?
10. How much debt had Britain amassed by the end
of the Second World War?
11. Who did the British government ask for
assistance with Britain’s debts after the Second
World War?
12. How much money did the USA give Britain as a
loan after the Second World War?
13. How much money did the USA give to Britain as
Marshall Aid to help Britain recover?

Copy, Cover, Check
Nationalisation
Steel, iron, gas, coal, electricity and the railways
To create and maintain job levels
Unemployment levels stayed very low
Just 1.6%
1946 New Towns Act
1949 Housing Act
Over 1 million
80%
£21 billion
The USA
$3.75 billion
$2.7 billion

Cold War

Immigration

Indian independence

HW4: Britain and the wider world
Question
1. When did Britain agree to the partition of India?
2. Which two countries were created in the
partition of India?
3. What was the main religious group in India after
partition?
4. What was the main religious group in Pakistan
after partition?
5. How many people were displaced as a result of
the partition of India?
6. What word means the group of countries that in
the past were ruled or controlled by the UK?
7. Why did the British government encourage
people to come to Britain from Britain’s colonies
after the Second World War?
8. What word means a group of countries that used
to be part of the British Empire?
9. What was the name of the law which said that all
Commonwealth citizens could have British
passports and work in the UK?
10. How many people came to Britain between 1948
and 1962?
11. Give three examples of areas where people came
to Britain from after the Second World War.
12. What was the most famous arrival of migrants
to Britain after the Second World War?
13. What was the name of the conflict that quickly
divided the world after the Second World War?
14. What were the two sides in the Cold War?
15. What word means the union of 15 countries led
by Russia 1922-91?
16. What system of government did the USA have
after the Second World War?
17. What system of government did the USSR have
after the Second World War?
18. What organisation did Britain join in 1949?
19. What did Britain’s decision to join NATO
confirm?

Copy, Cover, Check
1947
India and Pakistan
Hindus
Muslims
14 million
British Empire
To help rebuild Britain
Commonwealth
1948 British Nationality Act
Around 500,000
Caribbean, South Asia and Cyprus
People from Jamaica and Trinidad on the ship Empire
Windrush in 1948
Cold War
The West, led by the USA and the East, led by the USSR
USSR
Capitalist
Communist
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
That Britain was allied with the USA and Western
Europe
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Aim Higher:
Reading
□ Read Britain Since the War (Usborne History of Britain) by Henry Brook, Conrad Mason and Ian
McNee (Non-fiction) £0.19
□ Read A History of Modern Britain by Andrew Marr (Non-fiction) £1.00
□ Read Lovers and Strangers: An Immigrant History of Post-War Britain by Clair Wills (Nonfiction) £8.04
□ Read Carrie’s War, by Nina Bawden (Fiction) £1.73
□ Read Goodnight Mister Tom by Michelle Magorian (Fiction) £2.05
□ Read Small Island by Andrea Levy (Fiction) £1.00
Projects
□ Make a resource (poster, presentation, video etc.) to teach Y6 students about the consequences of
the Second World War on Britain. It must answer the following questions:
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for the welfare state?
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for economic changes?
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for changing Britain’s relationship with
the wider world?
Online learning
□ Study the online course, A History of Public Health in Post-War Britain with FutureLearn
□ Study Attlee’s Britain 1945-1951 Planning for the future? with the National Archives
Documentaries and Films
□ Watch Andrew Marr’s History of Modern Britain on Dailymotion (Documentary)
□ Watch Cold War Britain on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch The Spirit of '45 on YouTube (Film)
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1. The Winter of
Discontent
1978-9
1979
2. Thatcher's
Conservatives
won election

3. Thatcher
adopted
monetarism

5. Riots in
many British
cities

1980
1981
4. Black People's
Day of Action

1981
1981
6. Bobby Sands
died on hunger
strike

Key People
Leader of National Union of
Mineworkers 1982–2002
Member of the IRA who died on
hunger strike
3. Darcus Howe Organiser of Black People's Day
of Action
4. Edward Heath Conservative PM 1970-74
5. Ian McGregor Leader of National Coal Board
who opposed the miners’ strike
6. James
Labour PM 1976-79
Callaghan
7. John Major
Conservative PM 1990-97
1. Arthur
Scargill
2. Bobby Sands

8. Margaret
Thatcher
9. Michael Foot

Conservative PM 1979-90
Labour leader 1980-83

10. Neil Kinnock Labour leader 1983-92
11. Nigel Lawson
12. Ronald
Reagan
13. Stephen
Lawrence
14. Tony Blair

7. Falklands
War

Conservative Chancellor 1983-89
US President 1981-89
Black teenager who was
murdered in a racist attack in
1993
Labour PM 1997-2005

Post-war consensus
• From 1945 until the early 1970s there was a
post-war consensus with Labour and
Conservatives agreeing over:
Government role in the economy
Continued welfare state and NHS
Full employment and equal opportunities
• Economic problems in the 1970s ended this
consensus. In 1978-79 many workers went on
strike in an event known as the Winter of
Discontent. Many people blamed the Labour
government which lost the 1979 election.

8 Thatcher’s Britain
Timeline
9. Miners'
11. Riots in
13. Thatcher's
strike
many British
third election
cities again
victory

1982
1983
8. Thatcher
second election
victory

1. Budget
2. Bureaucracy
3. Closed shop
4. Colonialism
5. Consensus
6. Credit
7. Deficit spending
8. Deregulate
9. Economy
10. Free market
11. Hunger strike
12. Income tax
13. Institutional
racism
14. Irish Republican

15. Irish Republican
Army (IRA)
16. Left-wing

1984-5

15. Government
passed Section
28

1985
1987
1988
1984
1986
1988
10. IRA bombing
12. Deregulation
14. Budget
in Brighton
of London Stock
reduced taxes for
Exchange
high earners

17. Poll Tax
riots

1990
1989
16. Stonewall
founded

Keywords
The government’s plan for how much it will
17. Local
collect in taxes and spend on public services
government
Administration and paperwork
18. Monetarism
When workers had to join a specific trade union
19. Picket
The system of one country controlling another
Agreement
Buying something on borrowed money
When government spends more money than it
receives in taxes
Taking away rules
The system of trade and industry
An economy with little government control
A form of protest where prisoners refuse to eat
A tax paid on your income
When an organisation’s systems treat a specific
race unfairly
Somebody who wants Northern Ireland to stop
being ruled by the UK and be part of the
Republic of Ireland
An organisation that has used terrorism to
campaign for Northern Ireland to become part
of the Republic of Ireland
Supporting ideas like socialism or more social
welfare

20. Political
prisoner
21. Privatise
22. Right-wing
23. Rioting
24. Section 28
25. State
26. Stock
exchange
27. Strike
28. Thatcherism
29. Trade union
30.Winter of
Discontent

Overview
Thatcher’s governments
Thatcher’s foreign policy
• Margaret Thatcher was Conservative Prime • In 1982 the United Kingdom and Argentina
Minister from 1979-90.
fought a war over the Falkland Islands
(Malvinas) which ended with a British victory.
• Thatcher rejected consensus policies and
believed in transforming the economy to • Thatcher supported membership of the
promote private businesses and rolling back the
European Community but she became worried
state by reducing the size and role of
that further European integration would create
government in the economy and society.
a European super-state.
• Thatcher did not like to compromise so took a • As a capitalist, Thatcher was a strong supporter
confrontational approach with her critics in
of the USA in the Cold War and developed a
Britain, in Northern Ireland and in Europe.
good relationship with US President Ronald
Reagan.

19. John
21.Tony Blair's
Major's
New Labour
Conservatives
won election
won election
1992
1997
1990
1993
18. Thatcher
20. Murder of
resigned as PM
Stephen Lawrence

The level of government responsible for local
areas e.g. councils
Reducing the supply of money to stop prices
going up
Protesting outside the place you are
protesting against
Someone who is imprisoned for criticising
their government
Selling businesses owned by government to
private owners
Supporting ideas like capitalism or
traditional social attitudes
When a large number of people behave in a
noisy, violent, and uncontrolled way
A law which made it illegal to teach about
gay and lesbian relationships
The government
A place where people buy and sell shares in
companies
To refuse to continue doing something
The ideas associated with Margaret
Thatcher’s governments like privatisation
An organisation that represents workers and
protects their rights and pay
Name given to the winter of 1978-79 when
there were lots of strikes
Thatcher’s impact on politics
• In 1990 the Conservative Party decided to
remove Margaret Thatcher as leader and
replace her with John Major who continued
many Thatcherite policies but was less
confrontational.
• By 1997, the Conservatives had been in power
for 18 years and many people thought it was
tine for change so Tony Blair’s Labour Party
won a big victory. Blair made the Labour Party
more supportive of private business and called
the party New Labour to show it had changed.
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Deregulation Tax cuts Privatisation
Miners’
strike
Housing
Local
government
Section 28 Northern Race
Ireland

Social division

Rolling back the state

Economy

Topic

What were the consequences of Margaret Thatcher’s governments on Britain?
Evidence
Explanation
1. Thatcher’s governments privatised many state-owned companies such as British
1. Government played a smaller role in the economy.
Airways, British Steel, British Telecom and British Gas.

2. Thatcher’s governments cut taxes such as in the 1988 Budget when the government cut
the basic rate of income tax from 27% to 25% and reduced the highest tax rates so nobody
paid more than 40% in tax.
3. In 1986, Thatcher’s government deregulated the London Stock Exchange, ending many
of the rules about trading and investment.

2. The wealthiest people saw their tax bills cut by a third.

1. Thatcher’s governments ended consultations with trade unions over economic policy and
the Employment Acts in the early 1980s reduced the power of the unions.

1. The government was able to defeat the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) in the 19845 miners’ strike.

2. Thatcher’s governments reduced the role of the state in housing by selling 1.24 million
council homes to tenants.

2. More people became home owners but councils had less housing available for people who
needed it.

3. Margaret Thatcher thought that local government, which took 28% of public spending,
wasted too much money so her governments passed a series of Acts to reduce the power of
local government.

3. Local councils were forced to pay private companies for contracts rather than provide them
themselves and the Greater London Council was abolished.

1. In the 1980s, many black communities were suffering high levels of unemployment and
thought that Thatcher’s governments and the police did not take racist attacks, such as the
New Cross fire seriously enough.
2. In Northern Ireland, Thatcher’s governments refused to compromise and recognise Irish
Republicans such as Bobby Sands as political prisoners.

1. In March 1981, 20,000 people took part in the Black People’s Day of Action, a march through
London, and later in the year there were riots against the police in Brixton, and inner-city areas
of Birmingham, Manchester and Liverpool.
2. Irish Republican prisoners went on hunger strike and Thatcher’s governments allowed
Bobby Sands and nine other prisoners to die on hunger strike, leading to the British
government being criticised by countries all around the world.
3. In 1989 gay and lesbian people formed Stonewall, a group which campaigned for equal rights
for gay and lesbian people.

3. In addition, Thatcher’s governments wanted to promote ‘traditional family values’ so
passed a law called Section 28 which made it illegal for schools or councils to teach children
about gay and lesbian relationships.

3. London became a centre of world finance and attracted many foreign investment banks.

/’
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Post-war consensus
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HW1: Overview
Question
1. What name is given to the years of
agreement between Labour and the
Conservatives from 1945 until the
early 1970s?
2. What did Labour and the
Conservatives broadly agree on from
1945 until the early 1970s?
3. What ended
consensus?

the

Copy, Cover

Check

post-war

4. What name is given to the period
in 1978-70 when many workers went
on strike?
5. Which party was voted out of
government in the 1979 election?

Thatcher’ s governments

6. Who was Conservative Prime
Minister from 1979-90?
7. What was Margaret Thatcher’s
attitude towards consensus politics?
8. How did Margaret Thatcher want
to transform the economy?
9. How did Margaret Thatcher want
to roll back the state?
10. What approach did Margaret
Thatcher take with her critics in
Britain, in Northern Ireland and in
Europe?

Thatcher’ s foreign policy

11. Who did the UK fight a war with
in 1982?
12. What was the 1982 UK war fought
over?
13. Who won the 1982 war?
14. What did Margaret Thatcher
worry
that
further
European
integration would create?
15. Which side did Margaret
Thatcher support in the Cold War?

Thatcher’ s impact on politics

16. Which US President did Margaret
Thatcher
develop
a
good
relationship with?
17. Who did the Conservative Party
choose as leader in 1990?
18. For how many years had the
Conservative Party been in power by
1997?
19. Who was leader of the Labour
Party in 1997?
20. What name did the Labour Party
use in 1997 to show that it was now
more supportive of private business?
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HW2: Economy
Question

Copy, Cover

Check

Privatisation

1. What word means selling
businesses owned by government to
private owners?

2. What state-owned
were privatised by
governments?

companies
Thatcher’s

3. What was the result
privatisation
on
the
role
government in the economy?

of
of

Tax cuts

4. How did Thatcher’s government
change the basic rate of income tax
in the 1988 Budget?

5. How did Thatcher’s government
change the highest tax rates in the
1988 Budget?

6. What was the result of Thatcher’s
tax changes for the wealthiest
people?

7. What word means taking away
rules?

Deregulation

8. What word means a place where
people buy and sell shares in
companies?

9. What did Thatcher’s government
deregulate in 1986?

10. What did the deregulation of the
London Stock Exchange end?

11. What was the result of the
deregulation of the London Stock
Exchange?
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Practice paragraph – Economy
What were the consequences of Thatcher’s governments on Britain?
Sentence starters
Success criteria
One consequence of Thatcher’s governments on  T1 Clear umbrella point
Britain was…
 T2 Detailed evidence
For example,… As a result,..
 T3 Explain evidence
Also,… As a result,…
 T4 Repeat T2 &T3 X2
In addition,… As a result,…
 T5 Overall link back to the
Overall,…
question
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HW3: Rolling back the state
Question

Copy, Cover

Check

Miners’ strike

1. Who did Thatcher’s governments
stop consulting over economic
policy?

2. Whose power was reduced by the
Employment Acts in the early 1980s?

3. Who went on strike in 1984-85?

4. Which side won the 198-85
miners’ strike

Housing

5. How many council homes did
Thatcher’s governments sell to
tenants?

6. What was a positive result of the
sale of council homes?

7. What was a negative result of the
sale of council homes?

8. What word means the level of
government responsible for local
areas e.g. councils?

Local government

9. How much of public spending did
local government take in the early
1980s?
10. What was Margaret Thatcher’s
attitude to how local government
spent money?
11. How did a series of Acts passed by
Thatcher’s governments change the
power of local government?
12. Who did Thatcher’s governments
force local councils to pay for
contracts?

13. What level of local government
did Thatcher’s government abolish?
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Practice paragraph – Rolling back the state
What were the consequences of Thatcher’s governments on Britain?
Sentence starters
Success criteria
One consequence of Thatcher’s governments on  T1 Clear umbrella point
Britain was…
 T2 Detailed evidence
For example,… As a result,..
 T3 Explain evidence
Also,… As a result,…
 T4 Repeat T2 &T3 X2
In addition,… As a result,…
 T5 Overall link back to the
Overall,…
question
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HW4: Social division
Question

Copy, Cover

Check

1.
What
were
many
black
communities suffering in the 1980s?

Race

2. What was the name of a racist
attack that took place in South
London in 1981?
3.
Why
were
many
people
disappointed by the response of
Thatcher’s government and the
police to the New Cross fire?
4. What was the name of the march
against racism through London
organised by Darcus Howe in 1981?

5. Where did riots against the police
take place in 1981?
6. What word means somebody who
wants Northern Ireland to stop being
ruled by the UK and be part of the
Republic of Ireland?

Northern Ireland

7. What word means an organisation
that has used terrorism to campaign
for Northern Ireland to become part
of the Republic of Ireland?
8. What word means someone who is
imprisoned for criticising their
government?
9. In Northern Ireland, who did
Thatcher’s governments refuse to
recognise as political prisoners?
10. What did Irish Republicans such
as Bobby Sands do when Thatcher’s
governments refused to recognise
them as political prisoners?

Section 28

11. What did Thatcher’s governments
do when Irish Republicans such as
Bobby Sands went on hunger strike?
12. What was the name of the law
passed by Thatcher’s government
which made it illegal for schools or
councils to teach children about gay
and lesbian relationships?
13. What was the name of the
organisation formed by gay and
lesbian people in 1989 to campaign
for equal rights?
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Practice paragraph – Social division
What were the consequences of Thatcher’s governments on Britain?
Sentence starters
Success criteria
One consequence of Thatcher’s governments on  T1 Clear umbrella point
Britain was…
 T2 Detailed evidence
For example,… As a result,..
 T3 Explain evidence
Also,… As a result,…
 T4 Repeat T2 &T3 X2
In addition,… As a result,…
 T5 Overall link back to the
Overall,…
question
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How the Falklands War Cemented Margaret Thatcher's Reputation as the 'Iron Lady'

The 74-day Falklands War became Prime Minister Thatcher's "moment" that led to swift British
victory—and also helped save her political skin.
LESLEY KENNEDY
When Argentina’s military junta invaded the Falkland Islands, a British colony, in April 1982, Margaret
Thatcher’s political future was in serious question.

Britain's first female prime minister was facing sharp criticism from both her cabinet and the public in
response to her domestic policies. Savage government spending cuts, a declining manufacturing
industry and high unemployment all pointed to an early exit for the leader.

“It began to look as if the lady who said she was ‘Not for Turning’ would have to do a U-turn, halt her
deflationary economic policies, and pump money back into the economy,” says Victor Bailey, a former
distinguished professor of modern British history at the University of Kansas and former director of the
Joyce & Elizabeth Hall Center for the Humanities. “The Falklands War saved her political skin. She could
show all her indomitable will in a single cause with moral clarity: saving the Falkland Islanders and their
sheep from the rampaging Argentinians.”

An Argentinean businessman reads a paper with Margaret Thatcher wearing a blindfold splashed
across the front page, in reference to the conflict in the Falkland Islands. It reads, "You Can Help Win the
War. Pirate, Witch, Murderer. Guilty!"
Alain Nogues/Sygma/Getty Images
Thatcher’s decision to go to war to recover the islands was at odds with several members of Parliament
and close advisers, as well as U.S. President Ronald Reagan, who repeatedly urged peace talks.

"When you are at war you cannot allow the difficulties to dominate your thinking: you have to set out
with an iron will to overcome them," Thatcher writes in Downing Street Years, her 1993 memoir. ''And
anyway what was the alternative? That a common or garden dictator should rule over the queen's
subjects and prevail by fraud and violence? Not while I was prime minister."
The Falklands War Ends in 74 Days
Under Thatcher’s leadership, on April 5, 1982, the British government sent a naval task force 8,000 miles
into the South Atlantic to take on the Argentine forces in advance of an amphibious assault on the
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islands. The British fleet ultimately included 38 warships, 77 auxiliary vessel and 11,000 soldiers, sailors and
marines.

“We must recover the Falkland islands for Britain and for the people who live there who are of British
stock,” Thatcher said in an April 5, 1982 interview with ITN.

The conflict lasted 74 days and ended with the Argentine surrender on June 14, 1982. In the end, 649
Argentine military personnel, 255 British troops and three Falkland Islanders were killed in the conflict that
returned the islands to British control.

According to Bailey, Thatcher “did what [Winston] Churchill had a bad habit of not doing, which was
she gave overall command to her military leaders and did not interfere with their strategic decisions.”

Margaret Thatcher addressing the United Nations in June 1982, at the end of the Falklands War.
Bettmann Archive/Getty Images
Margaret Thatcher's 'Iron Lady' Moniker Sticks
Her quick response to the South Atlantic conflict and swift victory led to a surge in her popularity and
subsequent reelection in 1983. She would go on to serve until 1990, making her Britain’s longest-serving
prime minister of the 20th century.

“She was decisive, determined, effective,” says historian Chris Collins of the Margaret Thatcher
Foundation. “There was never the slightest note of doubt in her public responses, and she was pretty
clear privately too. We would get the islands back. I don't think any other British leader at that time
would have handled things quite as clearly.”

Above all, Collins adds, the events of the war vindicated her. “If the war had been lost, or there had
been some messy or ambiguous outcome, it would have destroyed her,” he says. “But a swift decisive
victory was essential, really, from her point of view.”

The triumph also proved Thatcher’s “Iron Lady” moniker was deserved.

“Before the Falklands it was a bit of a joke, that phrase,” he says. “Afterwards it meant something quite
real. She was seen as enormously tough and resourceful, someone you would not take on if you were
wise.”
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And, Bailey notes, Thatcher was the first woman to lead the country into battle since Elizabeth I.

Margaret Thatcher at the Blue Beach Military Cemetery at San Carlos in 1992, remembering the
servicemen who lost their lives on the grounds where the Falklands invasion started.
David Giles/PA Images/Getty Images
“I’m sure she liked this fact,” he says. “It was rare in the modern day for politicians to have an
international conflict to handle—the last one for England had been Suez in 1956. It gave Thatcher an
international stage to perform upon. … In a way, it elevated her from being a national politician to
being an international stateswoman. As the first female prime minister of Britain, her success probably
helped to make the idea of a female leader more acceptable.”

The public, Bailey says, felt Thatcher had “restored the ‘Great’ in Great Britain; she had elevated the
confidence of the nation. We could still sail halfway round the world and succeed militarily.”

But it wasn’t just the public who recognized the change in Thatcher’s leadership, according to Collins.

“She genuinely gained enormously in confidence and stature," he says, "and it stayed with her."
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Thatcher and her tussles with Europe

Image caption Relationships were often strained with European leaders
Margaret Thatcher's tussles over Europe and the UK's role in what is now the European Union were
among the defining moments of her premiership.
She passionately fought and won a number of battles against what she saw as the excessive powers of
Brussels.
Europe also ultimately brought about Mrs Thatcher's downfall as prime minister, as her increasingly antiEU views led the pro-Europeans in her party to move to oust her.
Yet Margaret Thatcher had not always been so vehemently opposed to European-wide initiatives.
In 1975, for instance, she played a key role in campaigning for the UK to remain in the European
Community.
And in 1978 she was arguing for consideration of a common European approach to defence. She had
also criticised the then Labour government for failing to sign up to the exchange-rate mechanism
(ERM).
VAT battle
Once in government, however, her patience with her colleagues on the continent quickly began to
fray.
In 1980, she called for the UK's contributions to the then EEC to be adjusted, warning that otherwise she
would withhold VAT payments. "I want my money back!" she exclaimed.
The battle lasted four years and finally ended in victory for Thatcher but damaged relations with other
EC countries.

Image caption Campaigning for a Yes vote in the 1975 referendum
Then came Westland - Michael Heseltine's battle to keep the helicopter company in European hands
with a takeover by a European consortium.
Mrs Thatcher was insistent that the US firm Sikorsky should have it instead.
She won, he quit and the affair caused further concern among pro-European Tories.
In 1988 there came the controversial "Bruges speech".
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'No. No. No.'
"We have not successfully rolled back the frontiers of the state in Britain, only to see them re-imposed at
a European level, with a European super-state exercising a new dominance from Brussels," Mrs Thatcher
declared.
It delighted the right of her party but horrified those more well-inclined towards Europe.
All of this came against a backdrop of a government split over whether to join the ERM, which Mrs
Thatcher eventually agreed to do in October 1990, little knowing that she was in the final days of her
premiership.
In the same month, despite increasing divisions within her party over Europe, she came up with another
soundbite.
The then president of the European Commission, Jacques Delors, had called for the European
Parliament to be the democratic body of the community, the commission to be the executive and the
Council of Ministers to be the senate.
"No. No. No," Thatcher famously told the Commons on 30 October 1990.
It was too much for some. Two days later, the then deputy prime minister, Geoffrey Howe, quit the
government and sparked the beginning of her downfall as prime minister.

Image caption Thatcher's tirade against European Commission President Jaques Delors: "No.
No. No."
His devastating Commons speech following his resignation prompted Michael Heseltine to challenge
Mrs Thatcher's leadership. Within a few weeks, she was heading out of Downing Street.
But despite all her battles over Europe, Mrs Thatcher did also sign the Single European Act, which
created the single European market - one of the biggest acts of European integration.
In her 1993 book, The Downing Street Years, she defended the decision, saying: "Advantages will
indeed flow from that achievement well into the future."
Major's troubles
By 2002, however, she had changed her mind, believing signing up to the single market had been a
terrible error.
After being ousted from Downing Street in 1990, Mrs - later to become Baroness - Thatcher continued to
make her views known.

He seems to view, with blithe unconcern, the erosion of Britain's sovereignty in Europe Margaret
Thatcher on Ken Clarke
As her successor, John Major, fought Tory rebels over the Maastricht treaty, her disdain for increasing EU
integration burned as brightly as ever.
In 1995 she criticised Mr Major's government for signing the treaty and returned to the fray the following
year, saying the UK might have to pull out of the EU.
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Once William Hague took over the Tory reins, she eagerly embraced his anti-euro currency stance and
regularly ensured she had her say at party conferences and during the 2001 general election
campaign.
Later that year she made her feelings known about former chancellor Ken Clarke's bid for the
Conservative leadership, saying he would lead the party to "disaster".
Super state
"He seems to view with blithe unconcern the erosion of Britain's sovereignty in Europe," she said, adding
that his leadership would put Europe "at the forefront of politics".
And although illness forced Lady Thatcher to step out of the limelight, it did not stop her making her
increasingly outspoken views on the EU known.
In her 2002 book, Statecraft, she suggested the European single currency was an attempt to create a
"European super state" and would fail "economically, politically and socially".
She called for a "fundamental re-negotiation" of Britain's links with the EU, stopping short of calling for
withdrawal but nevertheless suggesting that the UK should pull out of common agricultural, fisheries,
foreign and defence policies.
"Most of the problems the world has faced have come from mainland Europe," she wrote. "And the
solutions from outside it."
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Viewpoints: How did Margaret Thatcher
change Britain?

Margaret Thatcher was prime minister from 1979 to 1990 and is often credited with overseeing a
period of great change in Britain: from privatising nationalised industries to allowing council tenants
to buy their homes and reining in the power of the unions.
Here some experts and those who were there at the time reflect on the impact she had.

The unions: Nicholas Jones, labour relations expert
Margaret Thatcher's demolition job on the industrial might of the British trade union movement helped to generate an
economic revolution. In the late 1970s, millions of days a year were being lost through strike action but at the end of
her premiership stoppages were a fraction of what they had once been.
Slowly but surely the unions' strike weapon was emasculated. Strike ballots were required by law; walkouts were no
longer possible on a show of hands in a car park; flying pickets and secondary action had been outlawed; and most
importantly of all, a union's assets were at risk if there was "unlawful" action, as the NUM president Arthur Scargill
discovered to his cost in the 1984-85 pit dispute.
Mr Scargill, like other union leaders of his era, had grown used under the previous Labour governments of Harold
Wilson and James Callaghan to employers giving way. But Mrs Thatcher, backed by a largely supportive national press,
was able to prove that the disputes of the 1980s would be won or lost not just on the picket line but also on the back of
public opinion, and much of the media's coverage was turned against the unions.
The 1986 Big Bang and the deregulation of financial markets in the City of London only served to underline the demise
of the trade unions. The end of nationalisation and the take-up of shares by workers in the newly privatised industries
was a stark reminder of the shift that had taken place.
Share ownership trebled in the Thatcher decade and so did the growth in home ownership after the sale of council
houses. By the late 1980s the all-out strike was history; no union could ask its heavily mortgaged members to
contemplate anything more than a one or perhaps two-day strike.
Organisationally the killer blow for the unions was the end of the closed shop and withdrawal of "check-off" agreements
that required employers to deduct union contributions.
Today union membership is half what it was: in 1979, when Mrs Thatcher became prime minister, the TUC's affiliated
membership stood at just over 12 million, the highest it had ever been.

Privatisation: Gerry Grimstone, former Treasury civil
servant
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I was in charge of privatisation policy between 1982 and 1986 and oversaw 22 of the big privatisations that took place.
It was a really exciting time when we were breaking new ground. We latched on to the programme of popular
capitalism and saw there was a close relationship between the sale of council homes, personal equity plans and
employee shareholding. Margaret Thatcher had an evangelical zeal to involve ordinary people in ownership and she
took no prisoners.
At the time, I serviced the cabinet committee which was in charge of monitoring the progress of the privatisation
programme. We drew monthly progress charts on what each department was doing and she would tear to pieces
anyone who was not keeping up. I remember one Number 10 policy adviser saying to me that she was not so much the
captain of the ship but the coachman behind a bunch of unruly horses, and the only way to make them perform was to
put nails in the whips. It was a very driven policy.
In the civil service, the brightest and the best brains were working on it. There was the old guard resistance at first to
the dismantling of big bureaucratic structures. But the younger, more radical officials thought it was a fantastic thing to
do. It was amazingly exciting work for people - a strange mixture of social engineering and macro-economic policy and it was a topic in which Britain led the world.
At the beginning, we were doing the easy ones: the companies that would fit more normally into the private sector, like
British Airways, British Telecom and Jaguar. It was very hard to argue that those companies should be in the public
sector. It is easy to forget what size the public commercial sector was - it was 15% of GDP. Britain was a very, very
socialist country.
After she left, you had various people trying to reignite the evangelical zeal, but the privatisations they then had to look
at were less straightforward, like the railways, and it's easy, with hindsight, to let some of these taint the privatisations
that happened before.

The Big Bang: Roy Batchelor, professor of banking and
finance
Deregulation of the stock market, the so-called Big Bang, had to happen. It was a response to the needs of global
business and finance. It did the UK economy a huge service for over 20 years and the benefits have been huge.
In the 1980s, luckily we had a government who understood how the financial world was changing and took steps from
the outset to make sure that London caught up and, in time, overtook other competitors like New York.
The Big Bang happened on one day in October 1986 and the result was lots of mergers and hitherto fragmented parts of
the City starting to come together - stock brokers, money brokers and banks. It was the start of the creation of financial
conglomerates.
In purely GDP terms it was hugely beneficial and since then London has never been overtaken as a financial centre.
Global businesses came to London, creating jobs, and the City provided finance to Britain and around the world. The
impact on growth and the level of economic activity was a tremendously positive step. London was a leading financial
centre and it was a very necessary step to make sure that leadership was sustained.
Enormous financial behemoths were created, but I don't think it was understood exactly how to regulate them and that
continues to be the challenge.
Regulation in the City and the financial markets pre-Big Bang was a gentlemen's club. There was a feeling that everyone
knew everyone and self-regulation could work, although disasters did still happen then, but on a smaller scale.
After Big Bang, institutions were much larger and more complex financial instruments were created, not because of it
but because of the way in which financial products were developing. It is fair to say that regulators did not keep up with
this. Generally, regulators have struggled to come up with a system that maintains competitiveness while maintaining
sufficient surveillance.

Housing: Nick Raynsford, former Labour housing minister
The right of council tenants to buy the homes they lived in was emblematic of Thatcher's government, as it encouraged
people to operate outside the welfare state.
It was very much public bad/private good, very characteristic of her approach.
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But it chimed incredibly well with the aspirations of people at the time to be owner-occupiers, which had been growing
throughout the 1970s.
That is why Labour was right to adopt it as a policy in the mid 1980s, and it remains valid today.
It was great for those who benefited from it.
The problem was that the Thatcher government did not care about those who lost out as a result of it and did not do
enough to replenish the housing stock that had been sold off.
This, coupled with a shift in policy towards treating council housing as an emergency option, rather than homes for
ordinary working families, meant the housing stock had fallen into a shocking condition by the mid-1990s.
Labour's priority when it came to power in 1997 was to address a £19bn backlog in repairs. The other problem was that
the houses in the best condition tended to be the ones that were sold off.
There was a serious problem in the late 1990s with abandonment. I had to demolish relatively newly built estates in
northern towns because they were standing empty and had fallen into disrepair.
Housing was not a priority for Tony Blair, compared to health and education.
A lot of social housing was built during the Blair and Brown years, and criticism that more council houses should have
been built misses the point.
The situation could have been far worse if Conservative peers in the House of Lords had not fiercely resisted Thatcher's
plans to extend the right-to-buy to housing association properties in the 1990s.

Public services: Stephen Dorrell, former Conservative
health secretary
She had very clear views about what she wanted to do but she was also a very practical woman. She was a supporter of
the NHS and she was also very cautious about it. She was concerned about the political impact of engaging in major
changes in the health service.
When she became prime minister, she certainly had policy priorities and on public services she dealt with education
policy first because it was her comfort zone. She was a former education secretary.
But Margaret Thatcher was the prime minister that did facilitate the fundamental change in the way we think about the
NHS and the management of the health service. The 1990 reforms - which gave family doctors the power to take
control of their own budgets and to buy care under the GP fundholding scheme - are called the Ken Clarke reforms, but
she was absolutely involved - as she was in every area of government.
The thing I say about the Andrew Lansley Act [the coalition's recent NHS reforms] is that it is actually based on the
same principle of commissioning as the 1990 reforms, and the Thatcher government was the government that first
passed this piece of legislation.
The acid test of any policy change is whether it is reversed. The policy has not been reversed. It has been pursued by
practically every health secretary since 1990, with the exception of Frank Dobson. The Major years certainly served to
allow these reforms to bed in.
Margaret Thatcher's governments set off a series of changes that have been followed through by successive
administrations and changes that can be traced back to the Thatcher years. In education, Ken Baker introduced grantmaintained schools and city technical colleges - the precursor of academies, introduced by Labour and extended by
Michael Gove.

Poverty and inequality: Victoria Honeyman, lecturer in
British politics
Mrs Thatcher was an ideologically driven leader. That's not to say she wasn't pragmatic as well, but for her it was all
about the ideology. If you think about what that means, then she was always going to focus on maximising profit and
minimising cost.
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It was inevitable in Britain in the 1980s that maximising profits meant looking towards the emerging markets like
banking and financial services, the repercussions of which we can still see today.
Minimising spending meant reducing the cost of the industries that cost the most money - mining and manufacturing,
which were concentrated in the north and in Wales.
If you push this ideology to its logical outcome then the north was losing out and the south was gaining. That's not to
say that she deliberately declared war on the north: she was just looking to create a profitable economy and a more
powerful country.
But the result was the closing of industries in areas that were then not replaced by anything. In former mining towns
and villages in Yorkshire, Newcastle, Durham, Wales and Scotland, communities have died. There isn't really any
employment. The service industries that grew up since the 1980s have not reached them. You had generation after
generation going into work in the old industries, but now you have generation after generation living in poverty.
There is no doubt that inequality grew and poverty increased under Thatcher. Her response to that, I guess, would be
"it's all about the individual. You have to go out there and make things happen if you want them." That sounds very
good on paper, but for some people that simply didn't materialise.
New Labour did not abandon the fundamental elements of Thatcherism, particularly economic Thatcherism. They tried
to deal with its negative impact in a more socially democratic way, introducing working tax credits and the minimum
wage, but the fundamental elements were never abandoned.
They tried to mitigate some of the harshness, but it is very difficult to deal with. Unless you go back to directing
industry into certain areas it's very difficult to create employment where the economy has moved out.
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ANSWERS

Thatcher’ s impact
on politics

Thatcher’ s foreign
policy

Thatcher’ s governments

Post-war consensus

HW1: Overview
Question
1. What name is given to the years of agreement
between Labour and the Conservatives from 1945
until the early 1970s?
2. What did Labour and the Conservatives broadly
agree on from 1945 until the early 1970s?
3. What ended the post-war consensus?
4. What name is given to the period in 1978-70 when
many workers went on strike?
5. Which party was voted out of government in the
1979 election?
6. Who was Conservative Prime Minister from
1979-90?
7. What was Margaret Thatcher’s attitude towards
consensus politics?
8. How did Margaret Thatcher want to transform
the economy?
9. How did Margaret Thatcher want to roll back the
state?
10. What approach did Margaret Thatcher take with
her critics in Britain, in Northern Ireland and in
Europe?
11. Who did the UK fight a war with in 1982?
12. What was the 1982 UK war fought over?
13. Who won the 1982 war?
14. What did Margaret Thatcher worry that further
European integration would create?
15. Which side did Margaret Thatcher support in
the Cold War?
16. Which US President did Margaret Thatcher
develop a good relationship with?
17. Who did the Conservative Party choose as leader
in 1990?
18. For how many years had the Conservative Party
been in power by 1997?
19. Who was leader of the Labour Party in 1997?
20. What name did the Labour Party use in 1997 to
show that it was now more supportive of private
business?

Copy, Cover, Check
Post-war consensus
1. Government role in the economy
2. Continued welfare state and NHS
3. Full employment and equal opportunities
Economic problems in the 1970s
Winter of Discontent
Labour
Margaret Thatcher
She rejected it
By promoting private businesses
By reducing the size and role of government in the
economy and society
Confrontation, not compromise
Argentina
The Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
The UK
A European super-state
USA
Ronald Reagan
John Major
18 years
Tony Blair
New Labour

HW2: Economy

Deregulation

Tax cuts

Privatisation

Question
1. What word means selling businesses owned by
government to private owners?
2. What state-owned companies were privatised by
Thatcher’s governments?
3. What was the result of privatisation on the role
of government in the economy?
4. How did Thatcher’s government change the basic
rate of income tax in the 1988 Budget?
5. How did Thatcher’s government change the
highest tax rates in the 1988 Budget?
6. What was the result of Thatcher’s tax changes for
the wealthiest people?
7. What word means taking away rules?
8. What word means a place where people buy and
sell shares in companies?
9. What did Thatcher’s government deregulate in
1986?
10. What did the deregulation of the London Stock
Exchange end?
11. What was the result of the deregulation of the
London Stock Exchange?

Copy, Cover, Check
Privatise
British Airways, British Steel, British Telecom and
British Gas
Government played a smaller role in the economy
Cut it from 27% to 25%
Cut them so nobody paid more than 40% in tax
Their tax bills were cut by a third
Deregulate
Stock exchange
London Stock Exchange
Many of the rule about trading and investment
London became a centre of world finance and attracted
many foreign investment banks
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HW3: Rolling back the state

Local government

Housing

Miners’ strike

Question

Copy, Cover, Check

1. Who did Thatcher’s governments stop consulting
over economic policy?
2. Whose power was reduced by the Employment
Acts in the early 1980s?
3. Who went on strike in 1984-85?
4. Which side won the 198-85 miners’ strike
5. How many council homes did Thatcher’s
governments sell to tenants?
6. What was a positive result of the sale of council
homes?
7. What was a negative result of the sale of council
homes?
8. What word means the level of government
responsible for local areas e.g. councils?
9. How much of public spending did local
government take in the early 1980s?
10. What was Margaret Thatcher’s attitude to how
local government spent money?
11. How did a series of Acts passed by Thatcher’s
governments change the power of local
government?
12. Who did Thatcher’s governments force local
councils to pay for contracts?
13. What level of local government did Thatcher’s
government abolish?

Trade unions
Trade unions
National Union of Mineworks (NUM)
The government
1.24 million
More people became home owners
Councils had less housing available for people who
needed it
Local government
28%
She thought local government wasted too much money
Reduced it
Private companies
Greater London Council

HW4: Social division

Section 28

Northern Ireland

Race

Question
1. What were many black communities suffering in
the 1980s?
2. What was the name of a racist attack that took
place in South London in 1981?
3. Why were many people disappointed by the
response of Thatcher’s government and the police
to the New Cross fire?
4. What was the name of the march against racism
through London organised by Darcus Howe in
1981?
5. Where did riots against the police take place in
1981?
6. What word means somebody who wants
Northern Ireland to stop being ruled by the UK and
be part of the Republic of Ireland?
7. What word means an organisation that has used
terrorism to campaign for Northern Ireland to
become part of the Republic of Ireland?
8. What word means someone who is imprisoned
for criticising their government?
9. In Northern Ireland, who did Thatcher’s
governments refuse to recognise as political
prisoners?
10. What did Irish Republicans such as Bobby
Sands do when Thatcher’s governments refused to
recognise them as political prisoners?
11. What did Thatcher’s governments do when Irish
Republicans such as Bobby Sands went on hunger
strike?
12. What was the name of the law passed by
Thatcher’s government which made it illegal for
schools or councils to teach children about gay and
lesbian relationships?
13. What was the name of the organisation formed
by gay and lesbian people in 1989 to campaign for
equal rights?

Copy, Cover, Check
High levels of unemployment
New Cross fire
They thought the government and police did not take it
seriously enough
Black People’s Day of Action
Brixton and inner-city
Manchester and Liverpool

areas

of

Birmingham,

Irish Republican
Irish Republican Army (IRA)
Political prisoner
Irish Republicans such as Bobby Sands
Went on hunger strike
Let them die

Section 28

Stonewall
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Aim Higher:
Reading
□ Read Rejoice! Rejoice!: Britain in the 1980s by Alwyn W. Turner (Non-fiction) £8.54
□ Read A History of Modern Britain by Andrew Marr (Non-fiction) £1.00
□ Read Access to History: Britain 1951–2007 by Michael Lynch (Non-fiction) £14.92
□ Read Billy Elliot by Melvin Burgess (Fiction) £1.07
□ Read The True Confessions of Adrian Albert Mole, Margaret Hilda Roberts and Susan Lillian
Townsend by Sue Townsend (Fiction) £0.01
□ Read The Assassination of Margaret Thatcher by Hilary Mantel (Fiction) £0.62
Projects
□ Make a resource (poster, presentation, video etc.) to teach Y6 students about the consequences of
Margaret Thatcher’s governments on Britain. It must answer the following questions:
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for the economy?
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for rolling back the state?
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for social division?
Online learning
□ Study the online course, The Politics of Economics and the Economics of Politicians with
FutureLearn
□ Study The Thatcher Era with the National Archives
Documentaries and Films
□ Watch Andrew Marr’s History of Modern Britain on Vimeo (Documentary)
□ Watch Thatcher: A Very British Revolution on BBC iPlayer (Documentary)
□ Watch The 80s with Dominic Sandbrook on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch Billy Elliot on YouTube (Film)
□ Watch The Iron Lady on YouTube (Film)
□ Watch Pride on YouTube (Film)
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YEAR 7 HISTORY

SUM2 Revision Booklet
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1. The Angles and
Saxons arrived in
England from
Germany
400-600

3. Augustine arrived in
England to convert the
Anglo-Saxons to
Christianity
597

410
2. Roman rule of England ended

1 Anglo-Saxon England
Timeline
5. Bede completed The
7. The invasion
9. Alfred the Great was
Ecclesiastical History of
of the Viking
crowned King of Wessex
the English People
Great Army
731
871

13. The Viking ruler,
Cnut, became King of
England

899

1016

865

635
4. Aidan brought
Christianity to Northumbria
and established a
monastery on Lindisfarne

Key People
King Alfred’s daughter who helped
expel the Vikings from Mercia
2. Æthelstan King Alfred’s grandson who won
control of Northumbria to become
the first King of England
3. Aidan
An Irish monk who brought
Christianity to Northumbria in 635
4. Alfred the The Anglo-Saxon King of Wessex
Great
who defeated the Viking Great Army
5. Augustine An African monk sent from Rome
who converted the Anglo-Saxons to
Christianity and became the first
Archbishop of Canterbury
6. Bede
An English monk who wrote the first
history of England
7. Cnut
Viking King of England from 1016
8. Edward
King Alfred’s son who won back East
Anglia
9. Guthrum Viking King who was defeated by
Alfred the Great
10. King
King of Mercia who built a 149-mile
Offa
long bank of soil between England
and Wales
1. Æthelflæd

11. Alfred the
Great died

793
6. The Vikings
attacked the
monastery on
Lindisfarne

867
8. The Vikings
captured the city of
York and made it
their capital, Jorvik

Substantive Concepts
The organisation of the Christian
religion
2. Culture
The language, customs, ideas, and
art of a particular group of people
3. Frontier
A border between two countries
and the area nearby on either side
4. Hierarchy A system of organisation in order
of importance
5. Kingship
Rule by a king
6. Migration
Moving from one place to another
7. Monk
A man who dedicates his entire life
to God, and lives in a monastery
8. Papacy
The authority of the pope and the
Roman Catholic Church
9. Slave
A person who is owned by
somebody else and is forced to
work with no pay or rights
10. Taxation
Money that has to be paid to the
government
11. Treaty
A formal agreement between two
or more countries
12. Tribe
A family or community who have a
shared language and culture
1. Church

878
10. Alfred the Great
defeated Viking King
Guthrum at the Battle
of Edington
1. Anglo Saxons
2. Archbishop
of Canterbury
3. Celts
4. Danelaw
5. Earl
6. Empire
7. Golden age
8. Jorvik
9. Latin
10. Pagan
11. Vikings
12. Wessex
13. Witan

927
12. Æthelstan, Alfred’s
grandson, won back control of
Northumbria, becoming the
first King of England

Keywords
Two tribes who invaded England
from Germany between 400-600
The leader of the Church in
England
The main group living in Britain
before the Anglo-Saxons arrived
Areas of England given over to
Viking rule
An Anglo-Saxon ruler of a region
A group of countries ruled by a
single ruler
A period of greatness in the
history of a country
The centre of Viking power in
England, on the site of York
A language spoken by the Romans
and used by the Catholic Church
Someone who believes in many
different gods
People from Scandinavia who
raided and traded across Europe
and Russia
Anglo-Saxon kingdom stretching
across southern England
A collection of Anglo-Saxon
noblemen and senior clergymen
who advised the king
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Language
Religion
Culture
Viking
invasions
Rise of
Wessex
Viking
invasions

Political developments

Social developments

Topic

Why was the Kingdom of England formed in the tenth century?
Evidence
Explanation
1. The Anglo-Saxons developed the earliest form of the English language called Old 1. Old English replaced the Celtic languages and Latin as the most common languages
English and established many English places names such as East Anglia from the so helped to create a common English identity.
Angles and Wessex, Essex and Sussex after the West, East and South Saxons.
2. Christianity replaced paganism as the main religion in England because in 597 the
Pope in Rome sent an African monk named Augustine to Kent to convert the AngloSaxons to Christianity and he became the first Archbishop of Canterbury whilst in 635
an Irish monk called Aidan brought Christianity to Northumbria and established a
monastery on a remote island called Lindisfarne.
3. The common links of Old English and Christianity meant that a common English
culture began to emerge because in 731 a Northumbrian monk called Bede wrote a
book called The Ecclesiastical History of the English People which was the first ever
English history book and Anglo-Saxon poets started writing the first English poems
such as Beowulf.
1. Viking invasions caused the Anglo-Saxons to unite because in 793 Viking warriors
attacked the Christian monastery at Lindisfarne in Northumbria and over the ninth
century the Viking 'Great Army' took control of Northumbria, East Anglia and Mercia,
establishing their capital Jorvik.
2. The kingdom of Wessex became the most powerful Anglo-Saxon kingdom because
in 878 Alfred the Great, King of Wessex, defeated the Viking King Guthrum at the
Battle of Edington and the two kings signed a treaty where they agreed to divide
England with Alfred ruling the South and West and Guthrum ruling the North and
East.
3. Following King Alfred's death in 899, his descendants defeated the Vikings because
his daughter, Æthelflæd won back much of Mercia, his son Edward won back East
Anglia and finally his grandson, Æthelstan won back control of Northumbria in 927.

2. Christianity brought writing technologies such as the Latin alphabet back to
England and Kings used these writing systems to create written laws that increased
their power.

3. There was a common English culture that started to unite people living in different
Anglo-Saxon kingdoms.

1. Anglo-Saxon leaders realised that they needed to unite to defeat the Viking
invaders.

2. Alfred the Great extended the control of Wessex over western Mercia, Cornwall
and many Welsh kingdoms whilst the Viking areas were unified in an area called the
Danelaw.

3. Military victory gave Æthelstan control over all of England and the country became
united under one king for the first time.
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1 Anglo-Saxon England ANSWERS
TOPIC 1: SOCIAL DEVELOPMENTS
TOPIC 1: SOCIAL DEVELOPMENTS

Language

Question
1. What was the name of the earliest form of the
Old English
English language developed by the Anglo-Saxons?
2. Give
names.

three examples of Anglo-Saxon place

East Anglia, Wessex, Essex and Sussex

3. Why did the development of Old English
It helped create a common English identity
contribute to the formation of England?
4. Who brought Christianity to England in 597?

Religion

Answer 1

Augustine, an African monk

5. Where did Aidan, an Irish monk, establish a
Lindisfarne in Northumbria
monastery in 635?
6. Why did the spread of Christianity contribute Christianity brought back the Latin alphabet so
to the formation of England?
kings could make written laws

Culture

7. Who wrote the first ever English history book
Bede, a Northumbrian monk
in 731?
8. Give an example of one of the first ever English
Beowulf
poems.
9. Why did the development of a common English
culture contribute to the formation of England?

A common English culture started to unite
people living in different Anglo-Saxon
kingdoms

TOPIC 2: POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS
TOPIC 2: POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Military victories

Rise of Wessex

Viking invasions

Question

Answer 1

1. When did Viking warriors attack the Christian
793
monastery at Lindisfarne?
2. Over which Anglo-Saxon kingdoms did the
Viking Great Army take control in the ninth Northumbria, East Anglia and Mercia
century?
3. Why did Viking invasions contribute to the
formation of England?

Anglo-Saxon leaders realised that they needed
to unite to defeat the Viking invaders.

4. Which Anglo-Saxon kingdom was the most
Wessex
powerful by the ninth century?
5. Who defeated the Viking King Guthrum at the
Battle of Edington?

Alfred the Great, King of Wessex

6. Why did the rise of Wessex contribute to the
formation of England?

Alfred the Great extended the control of Wessex
over western Mercia, Cornwall and many Welsh
kingdoms

Alfred’s daughter, Æthelflæd won back much of
7. Who won back Mercia and East Anglia for the
Mercia and his son Edward won back East
Anglo-Saxons?
Anglia
8. Who won back control of Northumbria for the
Anglo-Saxons in 927?

Alfred’s grandson, Æthelstan

9. Why did military victories contribute to the
formation of England?

Military victory gave Æthelstan control over all
of England and the country became united
under one king for the first time.
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2 Norman Conquest
Timeline
5. The Battle of
7. William I crowned
Stamford Bridge
King of England

1. Edward the Confessor
3. Edward the Confessor
9. William the Conqueror
11. Death of William the
promised the English
died
invited Jewish migrants to
Conqueror
throne to William, Duke
settle in England
of Normandy
1051
5 Jan 1066
Sept 1066
25 Dec 1066
1070
1088
1064
6 Jan 1066
Oct 1066
1069
1086
2. Harold Godwinson swore an
4. Harold Godwinson was
6. The Battle of Hastings
8. The Harrying of the North
10. William the Conqueror
oath of loyalty to William, Duke
crowned King of England
commissioned the Domesday
of Normandy
Book
Key People
1. Edward the An Anglo-Saxon King of England
Confessor
whose death triggered the Norman
invasion
2. Harald
Hardrada

A fierce Viking warrior, who made a
claim for the English throne in 1066

1. Authority
2. Chivalry
3. Church
4. Conquest

3. Harold
Godwinson

The last Anglo-Saxon King of
England, who led the Saxons at the
Battle of Hastings

4. Hereward
the Wake

A legendry Saxon rebel who held out
against the Norman invaders in Ely
in 1070

5. Tostig
Godwinson

Harold Godwinson’s brother who
supported Harald Hardrada’s claim
for the English throne in 1066

6. William,
Duke of
Normandy

A French duke who conquered
England in 1066

5. Feudal
system
6. Hierarchy
7. Kingship
8. Migration

Substantive Concepts
The right or power to give orders,
make decisions, or control people.
The system of behaviour followed
by knights that focused on
honour, kindness, and courage.
The organisation of the Christian
religion
A place or people that have been
taken over by force
A system where all land belonged
to the king but some was given to
people below in exchange for
service and loyalty
A system of organisation in order
of importance
Rule by a king
Moving from one place to another

1. AngloNorman
2. Baron
3. Bishop
4. Clergy
5. Domesday
Book
6. Heir
7. Homage
8. Illegitimate

9. Monarch

A king, queen or emperor

10. Nobility

People who have the highest
position in society after royalty
The authority of the pope and the
Roman Catholic Church
To fight against or oppose

11. Papacy
12. Resistance
13. Slave

A person who is owned by
somebody else and is forced to
work with no pay or rights

9. Lord
10. Motte-andbailey castle
11. Normans
12. Oath
13. Peasant
14. Power
vacuum

Keywords
Normans who settled in England
and became the ruling class
The highest rank of medieval
society, who ruled land directly on
behalf of the king
A senior member of the clergy
with authority over a number of
priests and churches
Everyone who works for the
Church
A book commissioned by William
to record who owned land and
property in England
The person who is next-in-line to
receive property or a title
When somebody declared their
loyalty to the king or queen
Not right or proper or someone
whose parents were unmarried
Anyone higher up in the feudal
system
A castle built on a small hill with a
courtyard
People from Normandy in France
A promise in front of God
A poor farm worker who does not
own their land
When nobody is in control
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2 Norman Conquest
Power vacuum in England in 1066
• Edward the Confessor died on 5 January 1066. He had no
children and three men wanted to be king of England.
Each man thought he had the best claim to the throne.
• Harold Godwinson, Earl of Wessex, was immediately
crowned king by the Witan and he gathered an army to
defend the kingdom.
• William, Duke of Normandy, a distant cousin of Edward
the Confessor, claimed that in 1051 Edward had promised
him the English throne and Harold Godwinson had
promised to support him in 1064.
• Harald Hardrada was king of Norway and based his claim
on the fact that the Vikings had ruled England - he was
helped by Harold Godwinson's brother, Tostig.

The battles of 1066
• Harald Hardrada invaded Yorkshire with a fleet of ships,
but was defeated and killed by Harold II's army at the
Battle of Stamford Bridge, near York.
• While Harold II was in the north of England fighting
Hardrada, William, Duke of Normandy invaded Sussex
(with the support of the Pope) - Harold rushed back south
to fight him.
• On 14 October 1066, Harold II fought William's army at
the Battle of Hastings and lost - Harold was killed, perhaps
with an arrow in his eye.

How William gained control
• William was crowned king of England on Christmas Day
1066, but it took years more fighting to conquer the whole
country.
• William’s cruellest campaign was the 'Harrying of the
North' in 1069, where he slaughtered the inhabitants of
the north-east and destroyed their food stores so that even
the survivors starved to death.

What were the consequences of the Norman Conquest on England?

Immig Chivalry Slavery Cathe New Castles Royal Ruling Feudali
ration
drals cities
forest class
sm

Social

Environmental

Political

In 1066, William, Duke of Normandy, defeated Harold Godwinson at the Battle of Hastings and became the first Norman king of England. William initially used violence to consolidate
his power but once his power was secure, the Norman Conquest changed England forever.
Topic
Evidence
Explanation
1. William the Conqueror centralised power because he established the feudal system 1. The Earls were no longer rivals to the king and by the time of the Domesday Book
where he declared that all land in England belonged to him which enabled him to grant in 1086 William had twice as much land as the ten biggest landowners combined.
land to his tenants-in-chief to reward loyalty.
2. William the Conqueror used the feudal system to replace the English ruling class of
Earls and create the new rank of Baron to reward his loyal Norman supporters.

2. The nobility became clearly Norman and by the time of the Domesday book in
1086 only thirteen of the 1,000 tenants-in-chief were English.

3. William the Conqueror created ‘royal forests’, such as the New Forest, by taking
land and making it his private hunting area.

3. William extended his authority over the local population by introducing forest
laws with harsh punishments like fines and blinding for anyone who broke them.

1. William established control of England by building motte and bailey castles such as
the Tower of London, Windsor Castle and Old Sarum.

1. The Normans were able to dominate the English landscape and there were 500
castles in England by the end of the eleventh century.

2. William extended royal authority by establishing new castles and towns at
Newcastle and Cardiff.

2. English kings had control over Northumbria and Wales.

3. The Normans built cathedrals such as Durham cathedral with round arches in a
new style of architecture called Romanesque.

3. The new cathedrals showed how the Normans were changing English culture and
they replaced nine out of fifteen of England’s ancient cathedrals.

1. When William became king, ten percent of the population were slaves and Bristol
was a thriving slave port but the Normans believed slavery was immoral so William
banned the slave trade in England and freed many slaves.
2. The Normans introduced the idea of chivalry to England which meant that the
nobility were expected to act with honour and stop murdering their rivals.

1. The number of people who were enslaved fell by 25 percent so many people had
more freedom.

3. There was significant immigration to England because over 8,000 Normans moved
to England and William invited some Jewish people to settle in England.

3. Over 10,000 French words entered the English language and many Jewish
moneylenders financed the Normans’ construction of castles.

2. Chivalry became common and there was only one political murder in the 230 years
after William became king.
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2 Norman Conquest ANSWERS
HW1: Context

How William
gained control

The battles of
1066

Power vacuum in
England in 1066

Question

Answer 1

1. Which Anglo-Saxon king died on 5 January
Edward the Confessor
1066?
1. Harold Godwinson, Earl of Wessex
2. Who were the three main claimants to the
2. William, Duke of Normandy
English throne in 1066?
3. Harald Hardrada, King of Norway
3. Who did the Witan crown king on 6
Harold Godwinson (Harold II)
January 1066?
4. Who defeated Harald Hardrada at the
Harold Godwinson (Harold II)
Battle of Stamford Bridge?
5. Who invaded Sussex whilst Harold II was
William, Duke of Normandy
in the north of England fighting Hardrada?
William, Duke of Normandy (William the
6. Who won the Battle of Hastings?
Conqueror)
7. When was William crowned king of
Christmas Day 1066
England?
8. What was the name of William’s cruellest
The Harrying of the North
campaign in 1069?
1. Slaughtered the inhabitants of the north-east
9. What did William do in the Harrying of the
2. Destroyed their food stores so that even the
North?
survivors starved to death

HW2: Political changes

Royal forest

Ruling class

Feudalism

Question
1. What was the name of the system of land
ownership introduced by William where all
land belonged to the king?
2. Who did William grant land to in order to
reward loyalty?
3. What was the result of the introduction of
the feudal system?
4. What fact shows that the Earls were no
longer rivals to the king by the time of the
Domesday Book?
5. What was the name of new rank that
William created in the feudal system to
reward his loyal Norman supporters?
6. What was the result of William’s creation
of the rank of Baron?
7. What fact shows that the nobility was
clearly Norman by the time of the Domesday
Book in 1086?
8. What did William create by taking land and
making it his private hunting are?
9. What was the result of William’s creation
of royal forests?
10. What harsh punishments did William
introduce for people who broke his forest
laws?

Answer 1
Feudal system
Tenants-in-chief (Barons and Bishops)
The Earls were no longer rivals to the king
William had twice has much land as the ten
biggest landowners combined
Baron
The nobility became clearly Norman
Only thirteen of the 1,000 tenants-in-chief were
English
Royal forests such as the New Forest
William extended his authority over the local
population
Fines and blinding
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HW3: Environmental changes

Cathedrals

New cities

Castles

Question

Answer 1

1. What did William build to establish control of
Motte and bailey castles
England?
1. Tower of London
2. Give three examples of motte and bailey
2. Windsor Castle
castles build by William.
3. Old Sarum
3. What was the result of the Norman The Normans were able to dominate the English
construction of castles?
landscape
4. What fact shows that the Normans’
There were 500 castles in England by the end of
construction of castles enabled them to
the eleventh century.
dominate the English landscape?
5. Give two examples of new castles and towns 1. Newcastle
established by William the Conqueror.
2. Cardiff
6. What was the result of William’s
English kings had control over Northumbria and
establishment of new castles and towns at
Wales
Newcastle and Cardiff?
7. What was the name for the new style of
architecture with round arches that the Romanesque
Normans used to build cathedrals?
8. Give an example of a Romanesque cathedral
Durham Cathedral
built by the Normans.
9. What was the result of the Normans’ The new cathedrals showed how the Normans
construction of cathedrals?
were changing English culture
10. What fact shows that the Normans’ new The Normans replaced nine out of fifteen of
cathedrals were changing English culture?
England’s ancient cathedrals

HW3: Social changes

Immigration

Chivalry

Slavery

Question

Answer 1

1. When William became king what percentage
10 percent
of the English population were slaves?
2. When William became king, which English
Bristol
city was a thriving slave port?
William banned the slave trade and freed many
3. How did William change slavery in England?
slaves
4. What was the result of William ending the The number of people who were enslaved fell by
slave trade in England?
25 percent so many people had more freedom.
5. What word means the system of behaviour
followed by knights that focused on honour, Chivalry
kindness, and courage?
6. Who introduced chivalry to England?
The Normans
Chivalry became common and there was only one
7. What was the result of the Normans
political murder in the 230 years after William
introduction of chivalry to England?
became king.
8. How many Normans moved to England
Over 8,000
during the Norman Conquest?
9. Who did William invite to settle in England? Jewish people
10. What was the result of Norman migration to Over 10,000 French words entered the English
England?
language
11. What was the result of Jewish migration to Many Jewish moneylenders financed the
England in the 11th century?
Normans’ construction of castles.
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1. Henry II
accidently ordered
the murder of
Thomas Becket
1170
1199
2. King John was
crowned King of
England after the
death of his brother
Richard

3. King John
murdered his
nephew Arthur

5. King John
refused to let
Stephen Langton,
enter England

1202
1204
4. King John lost
Normandy

Key People
English king from 1154-89
who accidentally ordered the
murder of his own Archbishop
of Canterbury
2. King John English king from 1199-1216
who was forced to sign Magna
Carta.
3. King Philip French king from 1180-1223
4. Pope
Pope from 1198-1216
Innocent III
5. Prince
French son of King Philip who
Louis
was supported by the rebel
barons against King John
6. Richard
English king from 1189-99
the Lionheart who was a great military
leader
7. Simon de
An English baron who set up
Montfort
the first Parliament in 1265
8. Stephen
Archbishop of Canterbury
Langton
from 1207-28
9. Thomas
Archbishop of Canterbury
Becket
from 1162-70 whose murder
was ordered by Henry II
10. Wat Tyler Leader of the Peasants’ Revolt
11. William
An important English baron
de Braose
who King John turned against
1. Henry II

3 Medieval Power and Rebellion
Timeline
7. The Pope
9. King John
excommunicated
failed to win back
King John
Normandy at the
Battle of Bouvines

11. The barons
13. Simon de
15. The Peasants’
invited Prince
Montfort set up
Revolt
Louis of France to
the first
become King of
Parliament
England
1205
1209
1214
Nov 1215
1265
1381
1208
1210
Jun 1215
1216
1348
6. The Pope passed
8. John imprisoned
10. The barons forced
12. John died of
14. The Black Death
an interdict on
William de Braose's
King John to sign
dysentery and his son
arrived in England
church services,
wife and son who
Magna Carta at
became King Henry
marriages and burials
starved to death
Runnymede
III
in John’s lands
1. Arbitrary
power
2. Authority
3. Baron
4. Black Death
5. Charter
6. Clergy
7. Constitution
8. Dysentery
9.
Excommunication
10.Homage
11. Interdict
12. Kingship
13. Lord

When somebody bases decisions on
their own wishes rather than the
law or agreed principles
The right or power to give orders,
make decisions, or control people.
The highest rank of medieval
society, who ruled land directly on
behalf of the king
A plague (deadly disease) that
arrived in England in 1348
A document that gave people rights
Everyone who works for the Church
A written set of rules about how a
country is governed
An infectious disease that can be
deadly
A punishment from the Pope that
banned somebody from being a
member of the Catholic Church
When somebody declared their
loyalty to the king or queen
A punishment from the Pope that
bans certain church services
Rule by a king
Anyone higher up in the feudal
system

Keywords
14. Magna
Carta
15. Papacy
16.
Parliament
17. Peasant
18. Peasant's
Revolt
19. Poll Tax
20.
Purgatory
21.
Rebellion
22. Scutage
23. Tax
24. Tyranny
25. Vassal

Great Charter - a document where King
John agreed to give up some of his
powers in 1215
The authority of the Pope and the
Roman Catholic Church
A collection of people representing all
of a country who approve or refuse
laws
A poor farm worker who does not own
their land
A rebellion by peasants in England in
1381
A tax paid by all adults at the same rate
People believed that this was the place
where the spirits of dead people went
before they were ready to go to Heaven
When people fight back against
government or authority
A tax on barons who did not provide
knights to fight for the King
Money that has to be paid to the
government
Government where a single person
rules absolutely and in a cruel way
A person who has been given the use of
land in return for doing homage
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3 Medieval Power and Rebellion
Henry II and Thomas Becket
• Henry II wanted to gain control over the English Church
which often ignored him, in favour of the Pope.
• In 1162 Henry II appointed his friend Thomas Becket as
Archbishop of Canterbury, expecting him to be loyal but
Becket refused to take orders from Henry II.
• In 1170 Henry II shouted ‘will nobody rid me of this
turbulent priest’. Four knights overheard and murdered
Becket in Canterbury Cathedral. In 1174 Henry II agreed
to be whipped by monks to show he wanted forgiveness.

King John and Magna Carta
• King John became king in 1199 and soon angered his
barons by losing his French lands.
• John further angered the barons with his dispute with the
papacy, his financial policies and his arbitrary rule.
• King John’s failure to win back Normandy at the Battle of
Bouvines in 1214 triggered his barons to rebel against him
• In June 1215 they forced him to agree Magna Carta, the
first ever agreement limiting the power of an English king.

The Peasants’ Revolt
• Peasants who survived the Black Death became
increasingly angry that they still had to farm their lord’s
land and serve their king. In 1381 the king introduced a
poll tax which the peasants’ thought was deeply unfair.
• Wat Tyler led 4,000 peasants to march on London and
demand an end to the feudal system. The King agreed but
did not keep his promise and killed 200 of the leaders.
• The Peasants’ Revolt failed but over the next two centuries,
England’s peasants gradually became freemen.

Why did the barons create Magna Carta in June 1215?
Foreign Justice Treatment Jewish Taxes Scutage Stephen Excomm Interdict
advisers
of barons loans
Langton unication

Arbitrary rule

Financial policies

Dispute with the Papacy

Topic

Evidence
1. In 1208 the Pope passed an interdict on church services, marriages and burials in
John’s lands because John had refused to let Stephen Langton, the Pope’s choice as
next Archbishop of Canterbury, enter England.

Explanation
1. Many barons were concerned by this conflict so in Magna Carta they demanded
that the king must not interfere in church appointments.

2. John’s response to the interdict was to seize church property so in 1209 the Pope
excommunicated John which meant all Christians were no longer obliged to obey him,
but the barons knew John would take their lands if they did not do homage to him.

2. The barons wanted to avoid being stuck between the Pope and the monarch again
so the very first clause of Magna Carta guaranteed the freedom of the Church from
interference by the monarch.

3. In 1213, Prince Louis of France was going to invade England with the full blessing
of the Pope so John repaired his relationship with the Pope by allowing Stephen
Langton to come to England as Archbishop of Canterbury and John even did homage
to the Pope.
1. Due to the costs of war with France, John increased scutage, a tax on barons who
did not provide knights to fight for him, to £2 per knight, the highest rate ever.

3. Stephen Langton’s independence from John meant that the barons trusted him
to be a fair mediator with John when they were writing Magna Carta.

1. In Magna Carta, the barons demanded the monarch could not raise scutage
without their consent.

2. John increased the taxes paid by barons to inherit land to as much as £6,000 and
by widows to keep their land after their husbands had died to as much as £1,000.

2. In Magna Carta the barons demanded taxes on inheritance could not exceed £100
and insisted on specific clauses to improve the treatment of widows.

3. Many of the barons were unhappy about how King John profited from Jewish loans
because he inherited the barons’ land if they did not repay their Jewish debts and he
collected debts owed to Jews who had died.
1. Many of the barons were unhappy about John’s treatment of barons such as
William de Braose when in 1210, he allowed William’s wife, Mathilda and their eldest
son to starve to death in prison when the family owed him money.

3. In Magna Carta the barons demanded that if a baron died, his wife and children
should be protected from excessive demands for repayment of Jewish loans.

2. The barons were unhappy about how John’s arbitrary use of power denied justice
to the barons and knights by closing many of the courts, only letting his own approved
judges hear cases and selling justice.
3. The barons were unhappy about how their role in government had declined because
John favoured foreign advisers.

2. In Magna Carta the barons demanded that the monarch must not sell justice, or
imprison or outlaw or fine any freeman unless it was allowed by the law.

1. In Magna Carta the barons demanded that no freeman should be arrested,
imprisoned or lose their possessions without a fair trial.

3. In Magna Carta the barons demanded the establishment of a council of 25 barons
who would advise the king.
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3 Medieval Power and Rebellion ANSWERS
HW1: Medieval Power and Rebellion

The Peasants’ Revolt

King John and Magna
Carta

Henry II and Thomas
Becket

Question
1. In the twelfth century did the English Church
often favour Henry II or the Pope?
2. Who did Henry II appoint as Archbishop of
Canterbury in 1162?
3. Where did four knights murder Thomas
Becket in 1170 after they overheard Henry II
shout ‘will nobody rid me of this turbulent
priest’?
4. What did Henry II agree in 1174 to show he
wanted forgiveness for Becket’s murder?
5. How did King John soon anger his barons
after he became king in 1199?
6. What were the three main reasons why John
further angered his barons?
7. At which battle did John fail to win back
Normandy?
8. What did the barons force King John to
agree in June 1215?
9. By the late fourteenth century, who were
increasingly angry that they still had to farm
their lord’s land and serve their king?
10. What tax did the king introduce in 1381?
11. How many peasants did Wat Tyler lead to
march on London in 1381?
12. How did the king respond to the peasants’
demand to end the feudal system?
13. What did England’s peasant gradually
become over the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries?

Copy, Cover, Check
The Pope
Thomas Becket
Canterbury Cathedral
To be whipped by monks
Lost his French lands
1. Dispute with the Papacy
2. Financial policies
3. Arbitrary rule
Battle of Bouvines (1214)
Magna Carta
Peasants
Poll tax
4,000
Agreed but did not keep his promise
Freemen

HW2: Dispute with the Papacy

Stephen
Langton

Excommunicati
on

Interdict

Question
1. Who did John refuse to let enter England as
the Pope’s choice as Archbishop of Canterbury?
2. What did the Pope’s interdict in 1208 ban in
John’s lands?
3. Why did the Pope’s interdict contribute to the
creation of Magna Carta?
4. What was John’s response to the Pope’s
interdict?
5. What was the Pope’s response to John’s
seizure of Church property in 1209?
6. Why did John’s excommunication contribute
to the creation of Magna Carta?
7. In 1213 who was going to invade England with
the full blessing of the Pope?

Copy, Cover, Check
Stephen Langton
Church services, marriages and burials
The barons demanded that the king must not
interfere in church appointments
John seized Church property
The Pope excommunicated John
The very first clause of Magna Carta guaranteed
the freedom of the Church from the monarch
Prince Louis of France

John allowed Stephen Langton to come to
8. How did John repair his relationship with the
England as Archbishop of Canterbury and did
Pope in 1213?
homage to the Pope
9. Why did Stephen Langton contribute to the The barons trusted Stephen Langton to be a fair
creation of Magna Carta?
mediator with John
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HW3: Financial policies

Jewish loans

Taxes

Scutage

Question

Copy, Cover, Check

1. What was the name of a tax on barons who did
not provide knights to fight for the king?
2. Why did John increase scutage?
3. What level did John increase scutage to?
4. Why did scutage contribute to the creation of
Magna Carta?
5. Up to how much did John charge barons to
inherit land?
6. Up to how much did John charge widows to
keep their land after their husbands had died?

Scutage
Due to the costs of war with France
£2 per knight, the highest rate ever
The barons demanded the monarch could not
raise scutage without their consent
£6,000
£1,000

the barons demanded taxes on inheritance could
7. Why did taxes contribute to the creation of
not exceed £100 and insisted on specific clauses to
Magna Carta?
improve the treatment of widows.
8. Who inherited the barons’ land if they did not
King John
repay their debts to Jewish moneylenders?
9. Who collected debts from barons who owed
King John
money to Jewish moneylenders who had died?
The barons demanded that if a baron died, his wife
10. Why did Jewish loans contribute to the
and children should be protected from excessive
creation of Magna Carta?
demands for repayment of Jewish loans

HW4: Arbitrary rule

Foreign advisers

Justice

Treatment of barons

Question

Copy, Cover, Check

1. What was the name of the baron whose
William de Braose
treatment by John made the barons unhappy?
2. What did John do to William de Braose’s wife,
Mathilda, and their eldest son when the family Allowed them to starve to death in prison
owed him money?
The barons demanded that no freeman should be
3. Why did John’s treatment of barons
arrested, imprisoned or lose their possessions
contribute to the creation of Magna Carta?
without a fair trial
4. What did John close to deny justice to the
Many of the courts
barons and knights?
5. Who did John allow to hear court cases
Only his own approved judges
6. What was John accused of selling?
Justice
7. Why did John’s approach to justice contribute The barons demanded that the monarch must not
to the creation of Magna Carta?
sell justice, or imprison or fine any freeman
8. How did the barons’ role in government
It declined
change when John was king?
9. Who did John favour instead of the barons?
Foreign advisers
The barons demanded the establishment of a
10. Why did John’s use of foreign advisers council of 25 barons who would advise the king.
contribute to the creation of Magna Carta?
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1. Henry VII, the first
Tudor monarch,
became King of
England
1485
1509
2. Henry VIII became
King of England

3. Martin Luther
started the Protestant
reformation

5. Parliament passed
the Act of Supremacy
and the Treason Act

1517

1534

4 Reformations
Timeline
7. The Pilgrimage of
9. Catholic Church
Grace
started CounterReformation

11. Mary I, Catholic,
was crowned Queen of
England

13. Elizabeth
introduced her
Religious Settlement

15. Elizabeth I, the last
Tudor monarch, died

1545
1553
1559
1603
1538
1547
1558
1588
8. Henry VIII ordered
10. Edward VI, Protestant, 12. Elizabeth I, Protestant,
14. The Spanish Armada
every church to have an
was crowned King
was crowned Queen of
was defeated
English Bible
England
Keywords
1. Anne Boleyn
1. Annulment
To say that something is cancelled
17. Nun
A woman who dedicates her entire life to
God, and lives in a nunnery
2. Catherine of
2. Borough
A town or district that was represented in
Aragon
Parliament
18. Papacy
The authority of the pope and the Roman
Catholic Church
3. Edward VI
Protestant, and only, son of Henry
3. Bureaucrat
Somebody who works in a government office
VIII who was king 1547-53 and died
19.
Parliament
A collection of people representing all of a
4. Catholic
A major branch of Christianity, led by the Pope
age 15
country who approve or refuse laws
in Rome
4. Elizabeth
A nun who was executed for her
20.
Pilgrimage
A religious journey
5. Convention
A way of doing something that is accepted by
Barton
opposition to the Break with Rome
most people
21. Privy Council
Important advisers to the monarch
5. Elizabeth I
Protestant Queen 1558-1603
6. CounterReforms to the Catholic Church in response to
6. Henry VII
The first Tudor king who ruled 1485- Reformation
the Protestant Reformation
22. Protestant
A form of Christianity which emerged during
1509
the 1500s in protest against Catholicism
7. Dissolution
Breaking something up or closing it down
7. Henry VIII
King of England 1509-47 who had six 8. Illegitimacy
23. Reform
To change something to improve it
Not right or proper
wives and started the English
24.
Reformation
A movement to reform the Church which
9. Legislative
Branch of government that passes laws
Reformation
began with Martin Luther in Germany
10. Martyr
Somebody who dies for their belief
8. John Fisher
Bishop of Rochester 1504-35 who
25. Relic
An important religious object
11. Merchant
Somebody who buys and sells things to make
was executed for his Catholicism
26.
Royal
court
A collection of nobles and clergymen who
money
9. Martin Luther German monk who started the
advise the monarch
12. Minister
Somebody in charge of a government
Protestant Reformation
27. Shrine
A place or object dedicated to a religious
department
10. Mary I
Catholic Queen 1553-58
person or god
13. Modernise
To make something more up to date
11. Thomas
Henry VIII's chief minister from
28. Sovereign
Having the most political power
14. Monastery
A religious building where monks live
Cromwell
1532, and a strong Protestant
29. Supreme
Having the highest position or authority
15. MP
A Member of Parliament
12. Thomas
Henry VIII's Lord Chancellor from
30. Treason
A crime against your own people, country, or
16. Nobility
People who have the highest position in society
More
1529 who was executed for his
monarch
after royalty
Catholicism
Overview
The Reformation
Henry VIII’s Break with Rome
Tudor Religious Rollercoaster
• At the start of the 16th century, the Roman Catholic Church was • By the late 1520s, Henry VIII was concerned that he did not have • Henry VIII stayed Catholic but made himself Supreme Head of
the most powerful organisation in Western Europe.
a male heir and wanted to divorce his 40 year-old wife, Catherine
the Church on England. Once the monarch was Head of the
of Aragon, to marry the younger Anne Boleyn.
Church of England, he/she could decide the country’s religion.
• However, by 1500, the Roman Catholic Church had developed a
reputation for corruption.
• Henry VIII needed the Pope to approve his divorce but the Pope • Edward VI made the country Protestant in 1547
refused. Henry VIII did not like Protestant ideas but realised that • When Edward VI died in 1553 Mary I made England a Catholic
• Some priests began to argue that the Catholic Church was no
he could become Head of the English Church to get his divorce.
longer following the true word of Jesus Christ. They used the
country again.
newly-invented printing press to print short books explaining • In 1533, Henry VIII married Anne Boleyn in secret. The • Elizabeth I was Protestant but chose a ‘middle way’ between
their beliefs.
Archbishop of Canterbury declared the marriage valid.
Protestantism and Catholicism in 1559.
• In 1517, Martin Luther, a German monk, wrote a list of • In 1534, Parliament passed the Act of Supremacy. It confirmed • All Tudor monarchs faced rebellions when they changed the
arguments, known as the ‘95 theses’, attacking church abuses.
England’s break with Rome, and Henry VIII became the
religion of the country.
This was the start of the Protestant Reformation.
Supreme Head of the new Church of England.
1533
4. Henry VIII broke with
Rome to marry Anne
Boleyn
Key People
Henry VIII's second wife
Henry VIII's first wife

1536

1536
6. The Dissolution of the
Monasteries
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What were the consequences of the Break with Rome on England?
Evidence
Explanation
1. Henry VIII declared that the king, not the Pope, had supreme power over the Church in
1. Henry VIII became overall leader of the Church in England so he gained the Pope’s power
England and Parliament acknowledged this in the 1534 Act of Supremacy.
to annul his ‘so-called marriage’ to marry Anne Boleyn , appoint senior clergymen and define
official religious beliefs .

Dissolution Treason Act of
of the
Act Supremacy
Monasterie
s
Privy
Council
Religious
Growth of
Catholic Sovereignty Importance
rollercoaster Protestantism opposition
of
Parliament

Religious division

Modernisation of
government

Power of the monarch

Topic

2. Henry VIII asked Parliament to pass the 1534 Treason Act which made it a crime,
punishable by death, to reject the Act of Supremacy, imagine the king’s death or insult his
marriage.
3. As the Break with Rome made Henry VIII Head of the Church of England, in 1536 he
ordered the Dissolution of the Monasteries because he wanted to seize their wealth so his
chief minister, Thomas Cromwell had closed over 800 monasteries by 1540.

2. Henry VIII was able to silence his critics and fifty monks were killed under the Treason Act
between 1534 and 1540.

1. The Break with Rome meant that Henry VIII needed a more professional government to
manage the great changes in the country as government took over many functions
previously carried out by the Church such as being the final court of appeals for matters
relating to canon law.
2. Parliament’s role as the legislative became more important because Henry VIII had to use
Parliament to pass the laws required to legalise and legitimise the Break with Rome so the
Parliament that sat from 1529-36 passed more laws than any Parliament in history.

1. Henry VIII started taking advice from a Privy Council of 20 professionally-trained lawyers
and bureaucrats and created four new government departments to manage the royal finances.

3. Henry VIII destroyed the power of the monasteries and seized one quarter of all the land
in England and Wales from them which meant that the king controlled far more of England’s
land and wealth.

3. The laws that confirmed the Break with Rome said that England was a sovereign state,
subject only to its own government.

2. Henry VIII established the convention that important laws must be approved by Parliament
rather than simply issued by royal proclamation and Parliament established an effective
process for passing a law after three readings in both the House of Commons and the House
of Lords.
3. This was the beginning of a legally independent English nation where all laws were made
in England.

1. Henry VIII faced opposition from powerful Catholics who opposed the Break with Rome
so he ordered the execution of Elizabeth Barton, a nun, in 1534, and the executions of John
Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, and Thomas More, Lord Chancellor, in 1535.

1. Catholic opposition increased and in in 1536, 30,000 northern Catholics challenged the
power of the king by taking part in the Pilgrimage of Grace which was biggest protest yet seen
in England.

2. Despite remaining a Catholic, after the Break with Rome Henry VIII wanted to reduce
the power of the Catholic Church in England so in 1538 he ordered that every church have
a copy of the Great Bible in English and he banned praying to relics, statues and shrines.

2. The English Church was pushed towards a more Protestant direction which encouraged the
spread of Protestantism, leading to greater religious division in England.

3. After the Break with Rome, all Tudor monarchs had the power to decide the country’s
religion so Edward VI made the country Protestant in 1547, Mary I made England Catholic
in 1553 and Elizabeth I, a Protestant, chose a ‘middle way’ between Protestantism and
Catholicism in 1558.

3. England remained religiously divided throughout the Tudor period and all Tudor monarchs
faced rebellions when they changed the official religion of the country.
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ANSWERS
HW1: Overview

Tudor Religious
Rollercoaster

Henry VIII’ s Break with
Rome

The Reformation

Question
1. At the start of the 16th century, what was the
most powerful organisation in Western
Europe?
2. By 1500, what had the Roman Catholic
Church developed a reputation for?
3. What new technology did some priests use to
share their belief that the Catholic Church was
no longer following the true word of Jesus
Christ?
4. Who started the Protestant Reformation in
1517 by writing a list of arguments, known as
the ’95 theses’?
5. By the late 1520s who did Henry VIII want to
divorce because he was concerned that he did
not have a male heir?
6. What did Henry VIII decide to make himself
Head of when the Pope refused to approve his
divorce?
7. Who did Henry VIII marry in secret in 1533?
8. What was the name of the 1534 law that
confirmed England’s break with Rome and
made Henry VIII Supreme Head of the new
Church of England?
9. Was Henry VIII Catholic or Protestant?
10. Was Edward VI Catholic or Protestant?
11. Was Mary I Catholic or Protestant?
12. Was Elizabeth I Catholic or Protestant?

Copy, Cover, Check
Roman Catholic Church
Corruption
Printing press

Martin Luther, a German monk
Catherine of Aragon
The English Church
Anne Boleyn
Act of Supremacy
Catholic
Protestant
Catholic
Protestant but chose a ‘middle way’

HW2: Power of the monarch

Treason Act

Act of Supremacy

Question
1. Who did Henry VIII declare had supreme
power over the Church in England?
2. What was the name of the 1534 law passed
by Parliament which acknowledged that the
king had supreme power over the Church in
England?
3. What was the result of the Act of
Supremacy?
4. What was the name of the 1534 law passed
by Parliament which made it a crime to reject
the Act of Supremacy, imagine the king’s death
or insult his marriage?
5. What was the punishment for anybody who
rejected the Act of Supremacy, imagined the
king’s death or insulted his marriage?

Dissolution of the
Monasteries

6. What was the result of the Treason Act?
7. What did Henry VIII ask Parliament to
approve in 1536?
8. How many monasteries had Henry VIII’s
chief minister, Thomas Cromwell, closed by
1540?
9. What was the result of the Dissolution of the
Monasteries?

Copy, Cover, Check
The king
Act of Supremacy
Henry VIII became overall leader of the Church of
England
Treason Act

Death
Fifty monks were killed under the Treason Act
between 1534 and 1540
Dissolution of the Monasteries
Over 800
Henry VIII seized one quarter of all the land in
England and Wales from monasteries
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HW3: Modernisation of government

Sovereignty

Importance of
Parliament

Privy Council

Question
1. Why did the Break with Rome mean that
Henry VIII needed a more professional
government?
2. Which organisation had previously carried
out many of the functions that government
took over after the Break with Rome?
3. What was the name of the group of 20
professionally-trained
lawyers
and
bureaucrats who advised Henry VIII?
4. How many new government departments
did Henry VIII create to manage the royal
finances?
5. What is the name of Parliament’s role of
passing laws?
6. Why did Parliament’s role as the legislative
become more important in Henry VIII’s reign?
7. What fact shows that the Parliament that sat
from 1529-36 was very important?
8. What was the result of Parliament becoming
more important?
9. What did the laws that confirmed the Break
with Rome say about sovereignty?
10. What did England being a sovereign state
mean?
11. What was the result of England being a
sovereign state?

Copy, Cover, Check
To manage the great changes in the country
The Church
Privy Council
Four
Legislative
Parliament passed the laws to legalise and
legitimise the Break with Rome
It passed more laws than any Parliament in
history
Henry VIII established the convention that
important laws must be approved by Parliament
England was a sovereign state
England was subject only to its own government
This was the beginning of a legally independent
English nation

HW4: Religious division

Religious rollercoaster

Growth of
Protestantism

Catholic opposition

Question
1. What was the name of the nun whose
execution was ordered by Henry VIII in 1534?
2. Which two powerful Catholics did Henry
VIII order to be executed in 1535?
3. What was the result of the executions of
Barton, Fisher and More?
4. How many northern Catholics took part in
the 1536 Pilgrimage of Grace
5. Was Henry VIII Catholic or Protestant?
6. In 1538 what did Henry VIII order be in
every church?
7. What did Henry VIII ban in English
churches?
8. What was the result of Henry VIII’s changes
to churches?
9. After the Break with Rome, what did all
Tudor monarchs have the power to do?
10. Did Edward VI make England Catholic or
Protestant in 1547?
11. Did Mary I make England Catholic or
Protestant in 1553?
12. Did Elizabeth I make England Catholic or
Protestant in 1558?
13. What was the result of the religious changes
in the Tudor period?
14. What did all Tudor monarchs face when
they changed the official religion of England?

Copy, Cover, Check
Elizabeth Barton
1. John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester
2. Thomas More, Lord Chancellor
Catholic opposition increased
30,000
Catholic
A copy of the Great Bible in English
Praying to relics, statues and shrines
The English Church was pushed towards a more
Protestant direction with encouraged Protestants
Decide the country’s religion
Protestant
Catholic
Protestant (middle way)
England remained religiously divided
Rebellions
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5 Britain in the Seventeenth Century
Timeline
1. James I
3. Charles I
5. Charles I and
7. Archbishop
9. Charles I had
11. Charles I
13. Trial and
15. Oliver
17. James II
19. The Bill of
21. Death of
became King of
became King of
Archbishop
Laud
to recall
stormed into
execution of
Cromwell
became King of
Rights was
Queen Anne,
England
England
Laud start
introduced his
Parliament to
the House of
Charles I
became Lord
England
signed
the last Stuart
Arminian
prayer book in
pay for Scottish
Commons to
Protector
monarch
reforms
Scotland
war
arrest five MPs
1603
1625
1633
1637
1640
Jan 1642
1649
1653
1685
1689
1714
1605
1629
1634
1639
1641
Aug 1642
1649
1660
1688
1707
2. The
4. Charles I
6. Charles I made
8. Taxpayers'
10. Parliament
12. The English
14. England
16. Charles II was
18. The Glorious
20. Act of Union
Gunpowder Plot
dissolved
his people pay
Strike
issued Grand
Civil War started
became a
crowned King,
Revolution
between England
almost destroyed
Parliament for 11
Ship Money
Remonstrance
Republic (The
beginning the
and Scotland
Parliament
years until 1640
(inland areas
when Charles
Commonwealth)
Restoration
(Personal Rule)
from 1635)
demanded army
to fight in Ireland
Key People
Keywords
1. Anne
The last Stuart monarch who created 1. Absolutist
A ruler who has absolute power over his or her
15. Parliament
The group of people who make or change the
the 1707 Act of Union
people
country’s laws
2. Charles I
The second Stuart King of England,
2. Act of Union
A law which united England and Scotland in
16. Prayer Book
A book containing formal prayers to be used
executed by Parliament following the
1707, and created Great Britain
for worship
Civil War
3. Arminian
Protestants who worshiped in a similar way to
17. Puritan
Protestants who wanted to remove any
3. Charles II
The King of England following the
Catholics
remaining Catholic practices and make
Restoration
worship even simpler
4. Chapel
A small building used for worship
4. Guy Fawkes
A leading member of the Gunpowder 5. Civil War
18. Radical
Somebody who wants big changes to
A war between people from the same country
Plot, given responsibility to guard the
government or society
6. Constitutional
A monarch controlled by Parliament
explosives
19.
Reign
The period of time a monarch rules for
monarchy
5. Henrietta
Queen to Charles I, she was a
20. Republic
A country that is not ruled by a monarch
7. Debt
Money owed to another person
Maria
Catholic and from France
The return of the monarchy to England with
8. Divine Right of
The belief that the monarch received their right 21. Restoration
6. James I
First Stuart King of England, and son
Charles II’s coronation in 1660
Kings
to rule directly from God
of Mary Queen of Scots
22.
Revolution
A big, dramatic change
9. Impeachment
Parliament accusing a government official of
7. James II
The brother of Charles II, who was
abusing the power of their position
23. Star Chamber
The king’s personal court, where people
forced to abdicate after three years of
could be punished without a fair trial
10.
Kingdom
A
country
ruled
by
a
monarch
absolutist rule
24.
Strike
To refuse to continue doing something
The person in Parliament who represents people
8. Oliver
A Parliamentary cavalry general, who 11. Limited
Monarchy
from one area
25. Terrorism
The use of violence or fear by a political
Cromwell
became Lord Protector of England
group to get its own way
12. Loan
Something, often money, that is borrowed
9. William and
Joint monarchs from 1688: one a
26.
Treason
A crime against your own people, country, or
The person in Parliament who represents people
Mary
Dutch prince, the other a daughter of 13. Member of
monarch
Parliament
from one area.
James II
27.
Tyranny
Government where a single person rules
14. Navy
The ships and people used to fight at sea
10. William Laud Arminian Archbishop of Canterbury
absolutely and in a cruel way
Overview
James I and the Gunpowder Plot
English Civil War
Republic and Restoration
Glorious Revolution and Act of Union
• When Elizabeth I died in 1603, the Protestant • From 1625 Charles soon disagreed with • After Charles I’s execution England became a • The Catholic James II became King in 1685 and
James VI of Scotland came to the throne as
Parliament about religion and taxation.
republic called the Commonwealth (1649-60).
ruled without Parliament. When James’s wife
James I of England and Ireland. English • From 1629-40 Charles ruled without
At first Parliament ruled the country, but in
gave birth to a son in 1688, seven English nobles
Catholics hoped they would be able to worship
1653 Oliver Cromwell dismissed Parliament and
asked the Dutch leader William of Orange and
Parliament (Personal Rule) but war with
more freely but James did not allow this.
ruled as Lord Protector.
his wife Mary to invade. They were made joint
Scotland forced him to recall Parliament.
monarchs by Parliament and in 1689 William
• In 1605 a group of Catholics planned to blow up • In 1641, Parliament issued the Grand • Under Cromwell the army became important &
issued a Bill of Rights promising to obey the law
Parliament and kill James on 5 November but
Puritans banned dancing, pubs & gambling.
Remonstrance. Charles tried to arrest five MPs
and call regular Parliaments.
Guy Fawkes was caught with the gunpowder.
and Charles and Parliament went to war in 1642 • In 1660 Parliament asked Charles II to become
king. He reversed the Puritan changes & many • In 1707 the English Parliament persuaded
• The plotters were executed and England • Charles surrendered in 1646 and was put on
Scottish leaders to accept the Act of Union. 114
became an anti-Catholic country.
MPs feared he was turning England Catholic.
trial for treason and executed in 1649.

Henrietta Recalled
Ship
Maria
Parliament Money
Arminian
reforms
Court of Personal War with
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Rule
Scotland
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Five Members

Political power

Religion

Taxation

Forced
Loans

Topic

Why did King Charles I lose control of his kingdoms?
Evidence
Explanation
1. Charles I inherited a large debt from his father, James I, and continued an expensive war 1. When Parliament disapproved of Charles’s forced loans in 1629, it was clear he had lost
against Spain but Parliament only granted Charles I tax duties for a year rather than for life control of Parliament so he dissolved it and ruled without it for eleven years of Personal Rule.
so Charles I raised money without Parliament’s consent by making his people pay a forced
loan and imprisoning those who refused to pay.
2. In 1634, Charles I made his people pay Ship Money even though England was at peace
2. Opposition to these taxes resulted in a taxpayers’ strike in 1639, which forced Charles to
and from 1635 he even made inland areas pay before introducing another tax, Coat and
recall Parliament so it could grant him tax.
Conduct Money, to fund a war against Scotland.
3. When Charles lost a second war against Scotland in 1640, he was forced to call
3. MPs had an opportunity to make demands about the way Charles I raised money and their
Parliament again as he needed to pay the £850 a day demanded by the Scots.
involvement in the way England was ruled, as they could refuse to grant Charles I any tax
money until he accepted their demands.
1. In 1625 Charles I married a French Catholic called Henrietta Maria who insisted on having
her own Catholic priests and Catholic chapel to worship in which led to the fear that there
was a plot, supported by the Pope, France and Spain, to change England’s religion to
Catholicism and destroy Protestantism.
2. In 1633, Charles I and Archbishop Laud began to make Arminian reforms to the Church
of England by introducing a new prayer book, making churches more colourful, and putting
statues up in churches again which concerned many Protestants, especially Puritans, as it
encouraged the fear that there was a plot to make England Catholic.
3. In 1637, Charles I tried to introduce the Arminian English prayer book into Puritan
Scotland, so Charles I ended up at war with Scotland with little support from the English
population as they too opposed the changes Charles I was trying to force on Scotland.
1. Charles I believed in the Divine Right of Kings which he believed gave him the power and
right to rule alone, so he closed Parliament for eleven years and ruled without it in the period
of Personal Rule from 1629 to 1640.
2. During the period of Personal Rule, Charles I used the Court of Star Chamber to punish
those who opposed him such as when three Puritan writers who criticised the Arminian
reforms to the Church were sentenced to have their ears cut off.
3. In 1641 MPs were concerned that Charles might use the army he requested to fight a
Catholic rebellion in Ireland against them so they published the Grand Remonstrance, which
included the demand for Parliament to approve the monarch’s advisers but Charles I, who
feared that Parliament would impeach the Queen, responded by storming into the House of
Commons to arrest five MPs.

1. This encouraged MPs to criticise the king in 1629, leading him to close Parliament for eleven
years from 1629.

2. When Parliament was recalled in 1640, MPs tried to control England’s religion by
impeaching Archbishop Laud, forcing Charles I to reverse the Arminian changes and
demanding even more radical Puritan change, such as the removal of bishops.
3. Opposition to the war led to the 1639 taxpayers’ strike and Scotland demanded £850 a day
after defeating Charles, forcing the king to end Personal Rule and recall Parliament.

1. People became concerned that Charles was ruling as an absolute monarch, and so in 1640
and 1641 Parliament introduced reforms, such as the Triennial Act, to ensure that a monarch
could not rule without Parliament for such long time again.
2. This exacerbated the fear that Charles was ruling as an absolute monarch and so when
Parliament was recalled in 1640 it abolished the monarch’s prerogative courts to stop Charles
being able to punish people without a fair trial and passed the Act of Attainder to execute one
of Charles’s key advisers, the Earl of Strafford.
3. Charles's attempt to arrest the Five Members encouraged Parliament to seize control of the
army and then issue a final set of demands that included Parliamentary control of the army
and the education of the king’s children but Charles I was unable to accept these attacks on his
power so, in August 1642, he raised his standard at Nottingham and declared war on
Parliament.
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ANSWERS
HW1: Taxation

Recalled Parliament

Ship Money

Forced Loans

Question

Copy, Cover, Check

1. What did Charles I inherit from his father, James
I?
2. Who did Charles I continue an expensive war
against?
3. For how long did Parliament grant Charles I tax
duties rather than for life?
4. How did Charles I raise money without
Parliament’s consent?
5. What did Charles I do in 1629 when Parliament
disapproved of his use of forced loans?
6. What was the name of the tax that Charles I
raised in 1634 even though England was at peace?
7. Which areas did Charles I make pay Ship Money
from 1635?
8. What was the name of the tax that Charles I
introduced to fund a war against Scotland?
9. What was the name of the 1639 response from
taxpayers to Charles I’s taxes?
10. What did the taxpayers’ strike force Charles I to
do?
11. Who did Charles I lose a second war against in
1640?
12. How much money did the Scots demand to not
invade England?
13. What did Charles I have to do to raise the money
needed to pay the Scots?
14. What did Charles I’s recall of Parliament allow
MPs to do?
15. What could MPs refuse to do until Charles I
accepted their demands?

Large debt
Spain
One year
Forced loans
Dissolved Parliament and rule without it for 11 years of
Personal Rule
Ship Money
Inland areas
Coat and Conduct Money
Taxpayers’ strike
Recall Parliament so it could grant him tax
Scotland
£850 per day
Recall Parliament
Make demands about the way Charles I raised money
and ruled England
Grant Charles I any tax money

HW2: Religion

War with Scotland

Arminian reforms

Henrietta Maria

Question
1. Who did Charles I marry in 1625?
2. What did Henrietta Maria insist on having in
England?
3. What fear did Protestants have about Henrietta
Maria and religion?
4. What did Henrietta Maria’s religion encourage
Parliament to do?
5. Who did Charles I appoint as Archbishop of
Canterbury in 1633?
6. What word means Protestants who worshiped in
a similar way to Catholics?
7. What Arminian reforms did Charles and Laud
star making in 1633?
8. What fear did Protestants, especially Puritans,
have about the Arminian reforms?
9. How did MPs try to control religion when
Parliament was recalled in 1640?
10. What more radical Puritan demand did MPs
make when Parliament was recalled in 1640?
11. What did Charles I and Laud try to introduce
into Puritan Scotland in 1637?
12. What did the introduction of the Arminian
prayer book to Scotland lead to?
13. What did English opposition to war with
Scotland lead to in 1639?
14. How much money did Scotland demand to not
invade England after defeating Charles I?
15. What did the costs of war with Scotland force
Charles I to do in 1640?

Copy, Cover, Check
Henrietta Maria, a French Catholic
Own Catholic priests and chapel
That there was a plot, supported by the Pope, France
and Spain, to change England’s religion to Catholicism
and destroy Protestantism.
Criticise the king in 1629, leading him to close
Parliament for eleven years
William Laud
Arminian
Introducing a new prayer book, making churches more
colourful, and putting statues up in churches again
That there was a plot to make England Catholic
Impeaching William Laud and reversing the Arminian
changes
Removal of bishops
The Arminian English prayer book
War between Scotland and England
Taxpayers’ strike
£850 per day
End Personal Rule and recall Parliament
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Five Members

Court of Star Chamber

Personal Rule

HW3: Political power
Question
1. What was the name of Charles I’s belief that he
had the power to rule alone?
2. When did Charles I rule without Parliament?
3. What name is given to the period when Charles I
ruled without Parliament?
4. How were many people think Charles I was
ruling England?
5. What law did Parliament pass in 1641 to ensure
that a monarch could not rule without Parliament
for such a long time again?
6. What was the name of the king’s personal court,
where people could be punished without a fair
trial?
7. Who was punished in the king’s personal court?
8. What punishment did three Puritan writers who
criticised the Arminian reforms to the Church
receive?
9. Why did Charles’s use of the Star Chamber
contribute to him losing control of his kingdoms?
10. How did Parliament limit Charles I’s powers
when it was recalled in 1640?
11. What was the name of the law that Parliament
passed to execute one of Charles’s key advisers, the
Earl of Strafford?
12. Where did Charles I face a rebellion in 1641?
13. What did Charles I request from Parliament to
put down the rebellion?
14. Why did MPs fear giving Charles I money for an
army?
15. What did Parliament publish in 1641?

Copy, Cover, Check
Divine Right of Kings
1629-40
Personal Rule
As an absolute monarch
Triennial Act
Court of Star Chamber
People who opposed Charles I
Had their ears cut off
It exacerbated the fear he was ruling as an absolute
monarch
Abolished the monarch’s prerogative courts
Act of Attainder
Ireland
Money for an army
They were concerned he might use the army against
them
Grand Remonstrance, a list of demands about how
Charles should rule, including the demand that
Parliament must approve the monarch’s advisers

16. What did Charles I do when he rejected the
Grand Remonstrance and feared that Parliament
was going to impeach the Queen?

Stormed into Parliament to arrest five MPs

17. What did Charles’s attempt to arrest the Five
Members encourage Parliament to do?

Seize control of the army and issue a final set of
demands that included Parliamentary control of the
army and the education of the king’s children

18. What did Charles I do in August 1642 when he
was unable to accept Parliament’s attacks on his
power?

Raised his standard at Nottingham and declared war
on Parliament.
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Glorious Revolution and Act of
Union

Republic and
Restoration

English Civil
War

James I and the Gunpowder
Plot

HW4: Overview
Question
1. Who became king when Elizabeth I died in 1603?
2. What religion was James I?
3. What religion had James I’s mother Mary Queen
of Scots been and what religion was his wife?
4. What did Catholics hope James I would allow
them to do?
5. What did a group of Catholics plan to do when
James I did not allow them to worship freely?
6. Who was caught with gunpowder the night
before the planned attack on 4 November 1605?
7. What were the consequences of the Gunpowder
Plot
8. When did Charles I become king?
9. When was the period of Personal Rule?
10. What forced Charles I to recall Parliament in
1640?
11. Who did Charles try to arrest in 1642?
12. Who was the English Civil War between?
13. When was Charles I executed?
14. What system of government was England after
the execution of Charles I?
15. Who became Lord Protector of England in 1653?
16. How did England change after 1653?
17. Who did Parliament ask to rule England in
1660?
18. How did England change after 1660?
19. What did many MPs fear about how Charles II
ruled England?
20. Who became king in 1685?
21. What religion was James II?
22. Why did Parliament become concerned about
the succession in 1688?
23. Who did seven English nobles invite to invade
England in 1688?
24. Who made William and Mary joint monarchs in
1688?
25. What did William issue in 1689 promising to
obey the law and call regular Parliaments?
26. When was the Act of Union between England
and Scotland?

Copy, Cover, Check
James I (James VI of Scotland)
Protestant
Catholic
Worship freely
Blow up Parliament and kill James I
Guy Fawkes
The plotters were executed and England became an
anti-Catholic country
1625
1629-40
War with Scotland
Five MPs
Charles I and Parliament
1649
Republic
Oliver Cromwell
The army became important and Puritans banned
dancing, pubs and gambling
Charles II
Charles II reversed Puritan changes
That he was turning England Catholic
James II
Catholic
James II’s wife gave birth to a son
The Dutch leader William of Orange and his wife Mary
Parliament
Bill of Rights
1707
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1. American
Declaration of
Independence

1776
1789
2. French
Revolution

1. David Lloyd
George

3. Mary
Wollstonecraft
published
Vindication of
the Rights of
Women
1792
1819
4. Peterloo
Massacre

6 Growth of Democracy and Votes for Women
Timeline
5. Great Reform
7. Over 50,000
9. Second
11. Ballot Act
13. National
15. Women's
17. First World
19. First World
21.
Act
people attended
Reform Act
made voting
Union of
Social and
War started
War ended
Representation
Chartists'
secret
Women's
Political Union
of the People
meeting on
Suffrage Societies
(WSPU),
Act gave
Kennington
(NUWSS),
Suffragettes,
everyone over
Common
Suffragists,
founded
21 right to vote
founded
1832
1848
1867
1872
1897
1903
1914
1918
1928
1838
1866
1868
1884
1900
1913
1916
1918
6. The Chartists
8. John Stuart
10. Trades Union
12. Third Reform
14. Labour Party
16. Emily
18. David Lloyd
20. Representation
published the
Mill MP argued
Congress (TUC)
Act
founded
Davison died at
George replaced
of the People Act
People's Charter
for female
formed
the Epson Derby Herbert Asquith
gave women over
suffrage in
as Prime
30 and men over 21
Parliament
Minister
right to vote

Key People
Liberal Prime Minister 1916-22
who supported female suffrage

1. Aristocracy
2. Bill
3. Campaign

2. Emily Davison Suffragette who died at the
Epsom Derby in 1913
3. Emmeline
Pankhurst
4. Herbert
Asquith

4. Class

Leader of the Women's Social and
5. Conservative
Political Union (WSPU),
Suffragettes.
6. Constitution
Liberal Prime Minister 1908-16
who opposed female suffrage
7. Democracy

5. John Stuart
Mill

Liberal philosopher and MP who
argued for female suffrage

6. Keir Hardie

Founder of the Labour Party in
1900

7. Mary
Wollstonecraft

Feminist and author of
Vindication of the Rights of
Women in 1792

8. Millicent
Fawcett

Leader of the National Union of
Women's Suffrage Societies
(NUWSS), Suffragists

8. Electorate
9. Feminism
10. Franchise
11. Hunger strike
12. Industrialisation
13. Legislative
14. Liberal

Keywords
People born into a high position in society
15. Lobbying
A proposed law
16. Middle Class
A series of organised activities or events
intended to achieve a result
A way of dividing people into groups based on
17. Militant
their position in society
Not trusting sudden changes or new ideas; also a 18. Parliament
political party
19. Political party
A written set of rules about how a country is
governed.
A system of government where the whole adult
20. Political
population gets a say
prisoner
The group of people who have the right to vote in
21. Prime Minister
elections
22. Radical
The belief that women should have the same
economic, social, and political rights as men
23. Revolution
The legal right to vote in elections
24. Socialism
A form of protest where prisoners refuse to eat
The process of developing industries in a country
Branch of government that passes laws
Believing in a lot of personal freedom, and
believing that society should change gradually to
become fairer; also a political party

25. Sovereignty
26. Suffrage
27. Trade union
28. Working Class

Trying to persuade someone in authority,
usually government, to support a bill
Well-educated people, such as doctors,
lawyers, and teachers, who have good jobs
and are not poor, but are not very rich
Determined, and often willing to use force
The group of people who make or change the
country’s laws
An organisation of people with similar
political beliefs that competes in elections to
try to form a government
Someone who is imprisoned for criticising
their government
The leader of the government
Somebody who wants big changes to
government or society
A big, dramatic change
Believing that all people are equal and should
share power and money equally
Having the most political power
The right to vote
An organisation that represents workers and
protects their rights and pay
People who earn lower wages, are often paid
hourly, and usually do physical work

Overview
UK democracy in 1800

Reform Acts

Working class influence

Votes for Women

• Only 250,000 men (5% of men) had the right to vote
• Huge towns like Manchester and Birmingham and no
MPs whereas rotten boroughs like Old Sarum were
represented
• The US and French revolutions inspired radicals in
the UK

• In 1819, soldiers attacked protesting workers in
Manchester in the Peterloo Massacre
• 1832 Great Reform Act gave 15% of men the right to
vote, Manchester and Birmingham got MPs
• 1867 Reform Act gave 30% of men the right to vote
• 1884 Reform Act gave 60% of men the right to vote

• 1838 Chartists published the People’s Charter, a set of
demands
• 1850s skilled workers started forming trade unions
• 1868 Trades Union Congress (TUC) founded
• 1870s-80s unskilled workers formed New Unions
• 1900 Labour Party was founded by Keir Hardie

• Suffragists campaigned peacefully for the right to vote
• Suffragettes used militant tactics to campaign for the
right to vote
• The First World War helped women secure the right
to vote
• 1918 Representation of the People Act gave women
over 30 (40%) the right to vote and 100% of men120

WSPU’ s Limitation Lobbying Peaceful NUWSS
militant
methods
methods
Hunger
strike
Limitation Working New PM War work Limitation Extreme
class men
tactics

First World War

Suffragettes

Suffragists

Topic

Why did women secure the right to vote in 1918?
Evidence
Explanation
1. In 1897, local groups of campaigners from across the country came together to form a
1. This helped to gain more public support and the Suffragists had more than 100,000
national organisation, called the National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies (NUWSS)
members by 1914.
who became known as the Suffragists.
2. The Suffragists campaigned peacefully by handing out leaflets, putting up posters,
2. This helped to gain more public support for the cause and in 1910, the Suffragists gave a
organising marches and collecting signatures on petitions.
petition to parliament containing 280,000 signatures.
3. The Suffragists regularly met with MPs to lobby them to support votes for women and
during elections, they campaigned for any candidate who supported female suffrage.
3. This helped to win the support of MPs, with more than half of MPs supporting the idea of
giving women the right to vote by 1900 and a majority of 167 supporting the idea of giving
women the vote by 1911.
The Suffragists’ non-militant methods limited the impact of the campaign because it was easy for the newspapers and Parliament to ignore the Suffragists’ campaign and a bill giving
women the vote was turned down 15 times by Parliament before 1900.
1. In 1903 the Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU), who were known as the
Suffragettes, were formed and started using militant methods of campaigning such as
chaining themselves to railings and going on hunger strike.
2. Many Suffragettes went on hunger strike as political prisoners and were force-fed by the
government.

1. This helped to gain public support as it showed how committed the Suffragettes were to the
cause and 1908 half a million people attended the Suffragettes’ Women’s Sunday march in Hyde
Park.
2. This helped gain public support and sympathy as many people were shocked by the
government’s treatment of hunger strikers.

3. Many Suffragettes used extreme tactics such as smashing windows, arson and in 1913
Emily Davison died at the Epson Derby after she tried to attach a Suffragette banner to the
king’s horse.

3. This helped to gain media attention as the actions of Suffragettes made it onto the front page
of newspapers which made it hard for MPs to ignore female suffrage so there were frequent
votes in Parliament.

The Suffragettes’ increasingly militant methods such as bombing MPs’ houses limited the impact of the campaign because it lost support from MPs as they did not want to be seen to give in
to violence so proposed laws giving women the vote were defeated in 1912 and 1913.

1. Many women, including Suffragettes, supported the war effort, with one million women
working in munitions factories, 260,000 women working in the Women’s Land Army and
over 100,000 women working as nurses on the frontline.
2. In 1916 the First World War was not going well for Britain so Prime Minister Asquith, an
opponent of female suffrage, was replaced by David Lloyd George, a supporter of female
suffrage.
3. The government felt compelled to extend the franchise to working class men to reflect
their great sacrifices during the war and prevent post-war militancy so female suffrage
campaigners saw this as the ideal opportunity for Parliament to extend the franchise to
women.

1. Women’s work during the war helped gain public support as it dispelled the idea of separate
spheres and proved that women were as capable as men.

2. This helped gain the support of MPs as David Lloyd George encouraged MPs to support a
law giving women the vote.
3. This helped secure the support of MPs as they were keen to co-opt the support of working
class men and women to stave off the threat of militancy.

The First World War had a limited impact on the campaign because the Suffragists continued with their peaceful methods and only women over 30 were given the vote in 1918 so many
women who had supported the war effort were still excluded from the franchise.

/’
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ANSWERS

Votes for Women

Working class influence

Reform Acts

UK democracy in
1800

HW1: Overview
Question
1. What percentage of men had the right to vote in
1800?
2. Give two examples of towns that had no MPs in
1800.
3. What name was given to areas like Old Sarum
that still had an MP even though they had a very
small population?
4. Which countries had had revolutions in the
eighteenth century that inspired radicals in the UK?
5. What was the name of the 1819 event where
soldiers
attacked
protesting
workers
in
Manchester?
6. What percentage of men had the right to vote
after the 1832 Great Reform Act?
7. Give two examples of towns that got an MP after
the 1832 Great Reform Act.
8. What percentage of men had the right to vote
after the 1867 Second Reform Act?
9. What percentage of men had the right to vote
after the 1884 Third Reform Act?
10. Which group published the People’s Charter, a
set of demands, in 1838?
11. What did skilled workers start forming in the
1850s?
12. What was the name of the organisation set up in
1868 to represent all trade unions?
13. What did unskilled workers start forming in the
1870s-80s?
14. Which political party was founded by Keir
Hardie in 1900?
15. Which group campaigned peacefully for the
right to vote?
16. Which group used militant tactics to campaign
for the right to vote?
17. Which event from 1914-18 contributed to women
securing the right to vote?
18. When did the Representation of the People Act
first give women the right to vote?
19. Which women received the right to vote in 1918?
20. What percentage of women and men had the
right to vote in 1918?

Copy, Cover, Check
5%
Manchester and Birmingham
Rotten boroughs
America and France
Peterloo Massacre
15%
Manchester and Birmingham
30%
60%
Chartists
Trade unions
Trades Union Congress (TUC)
Trade unions (New Unions)
Labour Party
Suffragists
Suffragettes
First World War
1918
Women over 30
40% of women and 100% of men
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HW2: Suffragists

Limitation

Lobbying

Peaceful
methods

NUWSS

Question

Copy, Cover, Check

1. When was the National Union of Women’s
Suffrage Societies (NUWSS) formed?
2. What did the National Union of Women’s
Suffrage Societies (NUWSS) become known as?
3. Why did the creation of the NUWSS contribute to
women securing the right to vote?
4. How many members did the Suffragists have by
1914?
5. Give four examples of how the Suffragists
campaigned peacefully.
6. Why did the Suffragists’ peaceful methods
contribute to women securing the right to vote?
7. How many signatures were on a petition that the
Suffragists presented to Parliament in 1910?
8. Who did the Suffragists regularly meet with to
lobby them to support votes for women?
9. Who did the Suffragists campaign for during
elections?
10. Why did the Suffragists’ lobbying contribute to
women securing the right to vote?
11. When did more than half of MPs support the
idea of giving women the right to vote?
12. How big was the majority of MPs who supported
the idea of giving women the vote by 1911?
13. Why did the Suffragists’ non-militant methods
limit the impact of the campaign for female
suffrage?
14. How many times was a bill giving women the
vote turned down by Parliament before 1900?

1897
Suffragists
Helped win public support
100,000
Handing out leaflets, putting up posters, organising
marches and collecting signatures on petitions
Helped win public support
280,000
MPs
Any candidate who supported female suffrage
Helped win support of MPs
1900
167
It was easy for newspapers and Parliament to ignore
15

HW3: Suffragettes

Limitation

Extreme
tactics

Hunger strike

WSPU’ s militant methods

Question
1. When was the Women’s Social and Political
Union (WSPU) formed?
2. What did the Women’s Social and Political Union
(WSPU) become known as?
3. How did the Suffragettes campaign for the right
to vote?
4. Why did the Suffragettes’ militant tactics
contribute to women securing the right to vote?
5. How many people attended the Suffragettes’
Women’s Sunday march in Hyde Park in 1908?
6. What campaign tactic did many Suffragettes use
to campaign for the right to vote when they were
imprisoned?
7. What did the government do to Suffragettes who
went on hunger strike?
8. Why did hunger strikes contribute to women
securing the right to vote?
9. Give two examples of extreme tactics used by the
Suffragettes.
10. What was Emily Davison trying to do when she
died at the Epsom Derby in 1913?
11. Why did the Suffragettes’ extreme tactics
contribute to women securing the right to vote?
12. Whose houses did the Suffragettes bomb from
1913?
13. Why did the Suffragettes’ increasingly militant
methods limit the impact of the campaign?
14. What was the result of votes on proposed laws
to give women the vote in 1912 and 1913?

Copy, Cover, Check
1903
Suffragettes
Militant methods such as chaining themselves to
railings
Helped gain media attention
Half a million
Hunger strike
Force-fed them
Helped gain public support as many people were
shocked by force-feeding
Smashing windows and arson
Attach a Suffragette banner to the king’s horse
Helped gain media attention
MPs’
Lost support from MPs
They were defeated
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Limitation

Working class
men

New PM

War work

HW4: First World War
Question
1. How many women worked in munitions factories
in the First World War?
2. How many women worked in the Women’s Land
Army in the First World War?
3. How many women worked as nurses on the
frontline in the First World War?
4. Why did women’s work during the war
contribute to women securing the right to vote?
5. What did women’s work during the war prove?
6. Who was the Prime Minister from 1908-16 who
opposed votes for women?
7. Who replaced Asquith as Prime Minister in 1916
because the First World War was not going well for
Britain?
8. What was David Lloyd George’s attitude towards
female suffrage?
9. Why did David Lloyd George becoming Prime
Minister contribute to women securing the right to
vote?
10. Who did the government feel compelled to
extend the franchise to after the First World War?
11. Why did the government feel compelled to
extend the franchise to working class men after the
First World War?
12. Why did the extension of male suffrage
contribute to women securing the right to vote?
13. How did the Suffragists respond to the First
World War?
14. Which women received the right to vote in 1918?
15. Did all women who supported the war effort
receive the right to vote in 1918?

Copy, Cover, Check
One million
260,000
100,000
Helped win public support
Women were as capable as men
Herbert Asquith
David Lloyd George
He supported female suffrage
Helped gain MPs’ support
Working class men
To reflect their great sacrifices and prevent militancy
Helped secure the support of MPs as they wanted to
prevent militancy from men and women
They continued with peaceful methods
Women over 30
No
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1. End of First
World War
1918
1926
2. General Strike

1. Adolf Hitler

3. Wall Street
Crash
1929
1936
4. Jarrow
Crusade

7 The Second World War and post-war Britain
Timeline
5. Start of
7. Labour won
9. New Towns
11. 1944
13. National
15. British
17. Housing Act
19. Labour
21. Churchill
Second World
election - Attlee
Act
Education Act
Health Service
Nationality Act
narrowly won
and Attlee
War
replaced
implemented
(NHS) began
election
stepped down
Churchill as PM
1947
as party leaders
1939
1945
1946
1948
1948
1949
1950
1955
1945
1946
1946
1947
1948
1949
1949
1951
6. End of Second
8. National
10.
12. India became
14. National
16. Iron and
18. Britain
20. Churchill’s
World War
Insurance Act
Nationalisation
independent
Assistance Act
steel
joined NATO
Conservatives won
began
nationalised
election

Key People
Leader of Nazi Germany 1933-45

2. Aneurin (Nye) Labour Minister of Health 1945Bevan
51
3. Clement
Attlee

Labour Prime Minister 1945-51

4. Ellen
Wilkinson

Labour MP for Jarrow and
Minister of Education 1945-47

5. John Maynard A British economist who
Keynes
negotiated a loan from America
after the Second World War
6. Mahatma
Gandhi

The leader of India's non-violent
independence movement against
British rule

7. Neville
Chamberlain

Conservative Prime Minister
1937-40

8. William
Beveridge

Social policy expert whose 1942
report recommended that
government should fight the five
Giants of ‘Want, Disease,
Ignorance, Squalor and Idleness
Conservative Prime Minister
1940-45 and 1951-55

9. Winston
Churchill

General Strike 1926
• In 1926, mine owners across Britain tried to
increase miners’ working hours and cut pay
• The Trades Union Congress (TUC) called for a
General Strike and many workers responded
• The government had prepared for the strike and
many middle class people helped keep the
country running
• After a week the TUC, fearing revolution, called
off the strike so it failed

•

•
•

Keywords
A fast, violent attack, usually with bombs
15. Luftwaffe
dropped by aircraft
16. Marshall Aid
2. British Empire
The group of countries that in the past were
ruled or controlled by the UK
17. NHS
3. Capitalism
A system of government where property and
businesses are privately owned
18. National
4. Civil disobedience
Refusing to obey laws or pay taxes, as a peaceful Insurance
form of protest
19.
5. Civil servant
Somebody who works for the government
Nationalisation
6. Cold War
A conflict between the USA and USSR from
20. Nazi
1945-91
7. Commonwealth
A group of countries that used to be part of the
21. NATO
British Empire
8. Communist
A system of government where property and
22. Rationing
businesses are owned by the government
9. Divide and rule
Encouraging disagreement between your
23. Rioting
opponents so that you can more easily rule them
10. Dole
Money that the government gives to people who 24. Slum
are unemployed
25. Social policy
11. Evacuation
Being taken from a high-risk area to somewhere
safer
26. Social security
12. Fascist
A political system in which the government is
extremely powerful and controls people's lives
27. Trades Union
13. General strike
A strike where most workers in a country refuse Congress (TUC)
to work
28. USSR
14. Great Depression
The period of decrease in wealth, industrial
29. Welfare state
production, and employment from 1929 until the
start of the Second World War
Overview
Jarrow Crusade 1936
Second World War
In the 1930s the Great Depression affected • In 1939, Nazi German soldiers invaded Poland •
Britain. unemployment was highest in coal,
so Britain and France declared war on Germany
steel and shipbuilding and the north of England, • Winston Churchill became Prime Minister and •
Scotland and Wales
led the British Government for most of the war
Jarrow was badly hit, with 8/10 unemployed
• Many British cities were badly bombed
In 1936 207 unemployed men marched 280 • The British government introduced rationing
miles from Jarrow to Parliament with MP Ellen
and children were evacuated to the countryside •
Wilkinson but the Prime Minister refused to • In 1942 William Beveridge wrote a report about
meet them
how Britain should rebuild when war ended
1. Blitz

The Nazi German air force
A US programme providing money to
Western Europe after the Second World War
National Health Service - The free British
health service set up in 1948
A system organised by the government to
insure people against sickness or injury.
When a country’s major industries are taken
over and run by the government
The German political party led by Hitler
which ruled Germany 1933-45
An international military organisation set up
by the USA and Western Europe in 1949
Giving every person a fixed amount of food,
fuel or clothing when there are shortages
When a large number of people behave in a
noisy, violent, and uncontrolled way
A very poor and crowded area of a city
The policies which governments use for
welfare and social protection
Money paid by the government to people
who are ill, poor, or who have no job
A group that represents workers in different
trade unions
Union of 15 countries led by Russia 1922-91
A system where government looks after
people, especially the old, children, sick and
unemployed
Labour in government 1945-51
Labour won a big election victory in 1945 so
Clement Attlee became Prime Minister
The Labour government responded to the
Beveridge Report and introduced a welfare state
including the NHS and National Insurance and
nationalised many industries
In 1947 Indian became independent and the
1948
British
Nationality
Act
meant
126
Commonwealth citizens could come to Britain

National
Insurance
Education
Act
Indian
US Housing Nationalisation
independence loan
Immigration
Cold War

Britain and the wider world

Economy

Welfare state

NHS

Topic

What were the consequences of the Second World War on Britain?
Evidence
Explanation
1. To address the giant of disease, the Labour government established the National Health
1. Doctors, dentists and opticians were flooded with patients queuing up for treatment that
Service (NHS) in 1948 which provided free access to doctors, dentists, opticians and
they had previously been unable to afford.
hospitals.
2. To address the giant of want, the Labour government introduced the 1946 National
2. For the first time in history, the British government ensured that virtually the entire
Insurance Act which provided unemployment, sickness, maternity and widows' benefits
population was entitled to a minimum level of income.
and old age pensions and the 1948 National Assistance Act provided money for people
experiencing extra difficulty.
3. To address the giant of ignorance, in 1947 the Labour government implemented the 1944 3. An extra 340,000 children stayed in education until the age of 15.
Education Act which said that secondary education should be free and that pupils should
stay in school until age 15.
1. To address the giant of idleness, the Labour Government nationalised industries such as
steel, iron, gas, coal, electricity and the railways in order to create and maintain job levels.

2. To address the giant of squalor, the Labour government implemented the 1946 New Towns
Act which planned twelve new towns and the 1949 Housing Act which allowed councils to
buy and repair damaged homes.
3. By the end of the Second World War, Britain had amassed a debt of £21 billion and needed
money to finance rebuilding so the British government asked the USA for assistance.
1. After the Second World War, Britain finally gave into demands for India to become an
independent country.

2. The government encouraged people from Britain’s colonies to come and help rebuild
Britain by introducing the 1948 British Nationality Act which said that all Commonwealth
citizens could have British passports and work in the UK.
3. After the Second World War, the world quickly became divided in a conflict known as the
Cold War between two superpowers, the West, led by the capitalist USA and the East, led by
the Communist USSR.

1. Unemployment rates stayed very low with just 1.6% of people unemployed in 1950.

2. Between 1945-51, over 1 million homes were built, with 80% built by councils.

3. The USA gave Britain a loan of $3.75 billion and $2.7 billion of Marshall Aid to help Britain
recover.
1. In 1947 Britain agreed to the partition of India which created Hindu India and Muslim
Pakistan which led to 14 million people being displaced.

2. Between 1948 and 1962 around 500,000 people came to Britain from areas such as the
Caribbean, South Asia and Cyprus, with the most famous arrival being people from Jamaica
and Trinidad on the ship Empire Windrush in 1948.

3. In 1949, Britain joined the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) which confirmed that
Britain was allied with the USA and other Western European countries.
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ANSWERS

Labour in
government 1945-51

Second World War

Jarrow Crusade 1936

General Strike
1926

HW1: Overview
Question
1. Who tried to increase workers’ hours and cut
their pay in 1926?
2. What did the Trades Union Congress (TUC) call
for in 1926?
3. Who helped keep the country running during the
strike?
4. Who called off the strike after a week?
5. What is the name of the period of decrease in
wealth, industrial production, and employment
from 1929 until the start of the Second World War?
6. in which industries was unemployment highest
in Britain during the Great Depression?
7. In Britain which areas were hit badly by the Great
Depression?
8. What share of workers were unemployed in
Jarrow in the 1930s?
9. Who marched 280 miles from Jarrow to
Parliament in the Jarrow Crusade in 1936?
10. What did the Prime Minister do when the
Jarrow Crusade reached Parliament?
11. Why did Britain and France declare war on
Germany in 1939?
12. Who became Prime Minister and led the British
government for most of the war?
13. Which areas of Britain were badly bombed in
the Second World War?
14.How did life change for ordinary people in
Britain during the Second World War?
15. Who wrote a report in 1942 about how Britain
should rebuild when war ended?
16. Who won the 1945 election?
17. Who became Prime Minister in 1945?
18. How did Labour respond the Beveridge Report?
19. When did India become independent from
Britain?
20. What law allowed Commonwealth citizens to
come to Britain?

Copy, Cover, Check
Mine owners
General Strike
Many middle class people
The TUC
Great Depression
Coal, steel and shipbuilding
North of England, Scotland and Wales
8/10
207 unemployed men and MP Ellen Wilkinson
Refused to meet them
Nazi German soldiers invaded Poland
Winston Churchill
Cities
The government introduced rationing and children
were evacuated to the countryside
William Beveridge
Labour
Clement Attlee
Introduced a welfare state including NHS and National
Insurance
1947
1948 British Nationality Act

HW2: Welfare state

Education Act

National Insurance

NHS

Question

Copy, Cover, Check

1. What did the Labour government establish to
address the giant of disease?
2. When was the NHS established?
3. What did the NHS provide free access to?
4. Why did many patients queue up for treatment
once the NHS was established?
5. Which law provided unemployment, sickness,
maternity and widows' benefits and old age
pensions?
6. Which law provided money for people
experiencing extra difficulty?
7. What was the result of the establishment of
National Insurance and National Assistance?
8. What was the name of the education law
implemented by the Labour government in 1947?
9. How did the 1944 Education Act change the cost
of secondary education?
10. What was the school leaving age after the 1944
Education Act was implemented?
11. How many extra children stayed in education
until 15 after the 1944 Education Act was
implemented?

National Health Service (NHS)
1948
Doctors, dentists, opticians and hospitals
They had previously been unable to afford treatment
1946 National Insurance Act
1948 National Assistance Act
Virtually the entire population was entitled to a
minimum level of income
1944 Education Act
It became free
15
340,000

HW3: Economy
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US loan

Housing

Nationalisation

Question
1. What word means when a country’s major
industries are taken over and run by the
government?
2. What industries did the Labour government
nationalise after the Second World War?
3. Why did the Labour government nationalise
many industries after the Second World War?
4. What was the impact of nationalisation on
unemployment?
5. What percentage of people were unemployed in
1950?
6. What was the name of law which planned twelve
new towns?
7. What was the name of the law which allowed
councils to buy and repair damaged homes?
8. How many homes were built in Britain between
1945-51?
9. What percentage of new homes were built by
councils between 1945-51?
10. How much debt had Britain amassed by the end
of the Second World War?
11. Who did the British government ask for
assistance with Britain’s debts after the Second
World War?
12. How much money did the USA give Britain as a
loan after the Second World War?
13. How much money did the USA give to Britain as
Marshall Aid to help Britain recover?

Copy, Cover, Check
Nationalisation
Steel, iron, gas, coal, electricity and the railways
To create and maintain job levels
Unemployment levels stayed very low
Just 1.6%
1946 New Towns Act
1949 Housing Act
Over 1 million
80%
£21 billion
The USA
$3.75 billion
$2.7 billion

Cold War

Immigration

Indian independence

HW4: Britain and the wider world
Question
1. When did Britain agree to the partition of India?
2. Which two countries were created in the
partition of India?
3. What was the main religious group in India after
partition?
4. What was the main religious group in Pakistan
after partition?
5. How many people were displaced as a result of
the partition of India?
6. What word means the group of countries that in
the past were ruled or controlled by the UK?
7. Why did the British government encourage
people to come to Britain from Britain’s colonies
after the Second World War?
8. What word means a group of countries that used
to be part of the British Empire?
9. What was the name of the law which said that all
Commonwealth citizens could have British
passports and work in the UK?
10. How many people came to Britain between 1948
and 1962?
11. Give three examples of areas where people came
to Britain from after the Second World War.
12. What was the most famous arrival of migrants
to Britain after the Second World War?
13. What was the name of the conflict that quickly
divided the world after the Second World War?
14. What were the two sides in the Cold War?
15. What word means the union of 15 countries led
by Russia 1922-91?
16. What system of government did the USA have
after the Second World War?
17. What system of government did the USSR have
after the Second World War?
18. What organisation did Britain join in 1949?
19. What did Britain’s decision to join NATO
confirm?

Copy, Cover, Check
1947
India and Pakistan
Hindus
Muslims
14 million
British Empire
To help rebuild Britain
Commonwealth
1948 British Nationality Act
Around 500,000
Caribbean, South Asia and Cyprus
People from Jamaica and Trinidad on the ship Empire
Windrush in 1948
Cold War
The West, led by the USA and the East, led by the USSR
USSR
Capitalist
Communist
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
That Britain was allied with the USA and Western
Europe
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1. End of First
World War
1918
1926
2. General Strike

1. Adolf Hitler

3. Wall Street
Crash
1929
1936
4. Jarrow
Crusade

7 The Second World War and post-war Britain
Timeline
5. Start of
7. Labour won
9. New Towns
11. 1944
13. National
15. British
17. Housing Act
19. Labour
21. Churchill
Second World
election - Attlee
Act
Education Act
Health Service
Nationality Act
narrowly won
and Attlee
War
replaced
implemented
(NHS) began
election
stepped down
Churchill as PM
1947
as party leaders
1939
1945
1946
1948
1948
1949
1950
1955
1945
1946
1946
1947
1948
1949
1949
1951
6. End of Second
8. National
10.
12. India became
14. National
16. Iron and
18. Britain
20. Churchill’s
World War
Insurance Act
Nationalisation
independent
Assistance Act
steel
joined NATO
Conservatives won
began
nationalised
election

Key People
Leader of Nazi Germany 1933-45

2. Aneurin (Nye) Labour Minister of Health 1945Bevan
51
3. Clement
Attlee

Labour Prime Minister 1945-51

4. Ellen
Wilkinson

Labour MP for Jarrow and
Minister of Education 1945-47

5. John Maynard A British economist who
Keynes
negotiated a loan from America
after the Second World War
6. Mahatma
Gandhi

The leader of India's non-violent
independence movement against
British rule

7. Neville
Chamberlain

Conservative Prime Minister
1937-40

8. William
Beveridge

Social policy expert whose 1942
report recommended that
government should fight the five
Giants of ‘Want, Disease,
Ignorance, Squalor and Idleness
Conservative Prime Minister
1940-45 and 1951-55

9. Winston
Churchill

General Strike 1926
• In 1926, mine owners across Britain tried to
increase miners’ working hours and cut pay
• The Trades Union Congress (TUC) called for a
General Strike and many workers responded
• The government had prepared for the strike and
many middle class people helped keep the
country running
• After a week the TUC, fearing revolution, called
off the strike so it failed

•

•
•

Keywords
A fast, violent attack, usually with bombs
15. Luftwaffe
dropped by aircraft
16. Marshall Aid
2. British Empire
The group of countries that in the past were
ruled or controlled by the UK
17. NHS
3. Capitalism
A system of government where property and
businesses are privately owned
18. National
4. Civil disobedience
Refusing to obey laws or pay taxes, as a peaceful Insurance
form of protest
19.
5. Civil servant
Somebody who works for the government
Nationalisation
6. Cold War
A conflict between the USA and USSR from
20. Nazi
1945-91
7. Commonwealth
A group of countries that used to be part of the
21. NATO
British Empire
8. Communist
A system of government where property and
22. Rationing
businesses are owned by the government
9. Divide and rule
Encouraging disagreement between your
23. Rioting
opponents so that you can more easily rule them
10. Dole
Money that the government gives to people who 24. Slum
are unemployed
25. Social policy
11. Evacuation
Being taken from a high-risk area to somewhere
safer
26. Social security
12. Fascist
A political system in which the government is
extremely powerful and controls people's lives
27. Trades Union
13. General strike
A strike where most workers in a country refuse Congress (TUC)
to work
28. USSR
14. Great Depression
The period of decrease in wealth, industrial
29. Welfare state
production, and employment from 1929 until the
start of the Second World War
Overview
Jarrow Crusade 1936
Second World War
In the 1930s the Great Depression affected • In 1939, Nazi German soldiers invaded Poland •
Britain. unemployment was highest in coal,
so Britain and France declared war on Germany
steel and shipbuilding and the north of England, • Winston Churchill became Prime Minister and •
Scotland and Wales
led the British Government for most of the war
Jarrow was badly hit, with 8/10 unemployed
• Many British cities were badly bombed
In 1936 207 unemployed men marched 280 • The British government introduced rationing
miles from Jarrow to Parliament with MP Ellen
and children were evacuated to the countryside •
Wilkinson but the Prime Minister refused to • In 1942 William Beveridge wrote a report about
meet them
how Britain should rebuild when war ended
1. Blitz

The Nazi German air force
A US programme providing money to
Western Europe after the Second World War
National Health Service - The free British
health service set up in 1948
A system organised by the government to
insure people against sickness or injury.
When a country’s major industries are taken
over and run by the government
The German political party led by Hitler
which ruled Germany 1933-45
An international military organisation set up
by the USA and Western Europe in 1949
Giving every person a fixed amount of food,
fuel or clothing when there are shortages
When a large number of people behave in a
noisy, violent, and uncontrolled way
A very poor and crowded area of a city
The policies which governments use for
welfare and social protection
Money paid by the government to people
who are ill, poor, or who have no job
A group that represents workers in different
trade unions
Union of 15 countries led by Russia 1922-91
A system where government looks after
people, especially the old, children, sick and
unemployed
Labour in government 1945-51
Labour won a big election victory in 1945 so
Clement Attlee became Prime Minister
The Labour government responded to the
Beveridge Report and introduced a welfare state
including the NHS and National Insurance and
nationalised many industries
In 1947 Indian became independent and the
1948
British
Nationality
Act
meant
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Commonwealth citizens could come to Britain

National
Insurance
Education
Act
Indian
US Housing Nationalisation
independence loan

1. Unemployment rates stayed very low with just 1.6% of people unemployed in 1950.

2. To address the giant of squalor, the Labour government implemented the 1946 New Towns
Act which planned twelve new towns and the 1949 Housing Act which allowed councils to
buy and repair damaged homes.
3. By the end of the Second World War, Britain had amassed a debt of £21 billion and needed
money to finance rebuilding so the British government asked the USA for assistance.
1. After the Second World War, Britain finally gave into demands for India to become an
independent country.

2. Between 1945-51, over 1 million homes were built, with 80% built by councils.

Immigration

What were the consequences of the Second World War on Britain?
Evidence
Explanation
1. To address the giant of disease, the Labour government established the National Health
1. Doctors, dentists and opticians were flooded with patients queuing up for treatment that
Service (NHS) in 1948 which provided free access to doctors, dentists, opticians and
they had previously been unable to afford.
hospitals.
2. To address the giant of want, the Labour government introduced the 1946 National
2. For the first time in history, the British government ensured that virtually the entire
Insurance Act which provided unemployment, sickness, maternity and widows' benefits
population was entitled to a minimum level of income.
and old age pensions and the 1948 National Assistance Act provided money for people
experiencing extra difficulty.
3. To address the giant of ignorance, in 1947 the Labour government implemented the 1944 3. An extra 340,000 children stayed in education until the age of 15.
Education Act which said that secondary education should be free and that pupils should
stay in school until age 15.
1. To address the giant of idleness, the Labour Government nationalised industries such as
steel, iron, gas, coal, electricity and the railways in order to create and maintain job levels.

2. The government encouraged people from Britain’s colonies to come and help rebuild
Britain by introducing the 1948 British Nationality Act which said that all Commonwealth
citizens could have British passports and work in the UK.

2. Between 1948 and 1962 around 500,000 people came to Britain from areas such as the
Caribbean, South Asia and Cyprus, with the most famous arrival being people from Jamaica
and Trinidad on the ship Empire Windrush in 1948.

3. After the Second World War, the world quickly became divided in a conflict known as the
Cold War between two superpowers, the West, led by the capitalist USA and the East, led by
the Communist USSR.

3. In 1949, Britain joined the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) which confirmed that
Britain was allied with the USA and other Western European countries.

Cold War

Britain and the wider world

Economy

Welfare state

NHS

Topic

3. The USA gave Britain a loan of $3.75 billion and $2.7 billion of Marshall Aid to help Britain
recover.
1. In 1947 Britain agreed to the partition of India which created Hindu India and Muslim
Pakistan which led to 14 million people being displaced.
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ANSWERS

Thatcher’ s impact
on politics

Thatcher’ s foreign
policy

Thatcher’ s governments

Post-war consensus

HW1: Overview
Question
1. What name is given to the years of agreement
between Labour and the Conservatives from 1945
until the early 1970s?
2. What did Labour and the Conservatives broadly
agree on from 1945 until the early 1970s?
3. What ended the post-war consensus?
4. What name is given to the period in 1978-70 when
many workers went on strike?
5. Which party was voted out of government in the
1979 election?
6. Who was Conservative Prime Minister from
1979-90?
7. What was Margaret Thatcher’s attitude towards
consensus politics?
8. How did Margaret Thatcher want to transform
the economy?
9. How did Margaret Thatcher want to roll back the
state?
10. What approach did Margaret Thatcher take with
her critics in Britain, in Northern Ireland and in
Europe?
11. Who did the UK fight a war with in 1982?
12. What was the 1982 UK war fought over?
13. Who won the 1982 war?
14. What did Margaret Thatcher worry that further
European integration would create?
15. Which side did Margaret Thatcher support in
the Cold War?
16. Which US President did Margaret Thatcher
develop a good relationship with?
17. Who did the Conservative Party choose as leader
in 1990?
18. For how many years had the Conservative Party
been in power by 1997?
19. Who was leader of the Labour Party in 1997?
20. What name did the Labour Party use in 1997 to
show that it was now more supportive of private
business?

Copy, Cover, Check
Post-war consensus
1. Government role in the economy
2. Continued welfare state and NHS
3. Full employment and equal opportunities
Economic problems in the 1970s
Winter of Discontent
Labour
Margaret Thatcher
She rejected it
By promoting private businesses
By reducing the size and role of government in the
economy and society
Confrontation, not compromise
Argentina
The Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
The UK
A European super-state
USA
Ronald Reagan
John Major
18 years
Tony Blair
New Labour

HW2: Economy

Deregulation

Tax cuts

Privatisation

Question
1. What word means selling businesses owned by
government to private owners?
2. What state-owned companies were privatised by
Thatcher’s governments?
3. What was the result of privatisation on the role
of government in the economy?
4. How did Thatcher’s government change the basic
rate of income tax in the 1988 Budget?
5. How did Thatcher’s government change the
highest tax rates in the 1988 Budget?
6. What was the result of Thatcher’s tax changes for
the wealthiest people?
7. What word means taking away rules?
8. What word means a place where people buy and
sell shares in companies?
9. What did Thatcher’s government deregulate in
1986?
10. What did the deregulation of the London Stock
Exchange end?
11. What was the result of the deregulation of the
London Stock Exchange?

Copy, Cover, Check
Privatise
British Airways, British Steel, British Telecom and
British Gas
Government played a smaller role in the economy
Cut it from 27% to 25%
Cut them so nobody paid more than 40% in tax
Their tax bills were cut by a third
Deregulate
Stock exchange
London Stock Exchange
Many of the rule about trading and investment
London became a centre of world finance and attracted
many foreign investment banks
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HW3: Rolling back the state

Local government

Housing

Miners’ strike

Question

Copy, Cover, Check

1. Who did Thatcher’s governments stop consulting
over economic policy?
2. Whose power was reduced by the Employment
Acts in the early 1980s?
3. Who went on strike in 1984-85?
4. Which side won the 198-85 miners’ strike
5. How many council homes did Thatcher’s
governments sell to tenants?
6. What was a positive result of the sale of council
homes?
7. What was a negative result of the sale of council
homes?
8. What word means the level of government
responsible for local areas e.g. councils?
9. How much of public spending did local
government take in the early 1980s?
10. What was Margaret Thatcher’s attitude to how
local government spent money?
11. How did a series of Acts passed by Thatcher’s
governments change the power of local
government?
12. Who did Thatcher’s governments force local
councils to pay for contracts?
13. What level of local government did Thatcher’s
government abolish?

Trade unions
Trade unions
National Union of Mineworks (NUM)
The government
1.24 million
More people became home owners
Councils had less housing available for people who
needed it
Local government
28%
She thought local government wasted too much money
Reduced it
Private companies
Greater London Council

HW4: Social division

Section 28

Northern Ireland

Race

Question
1. What were many black communities suffering in
the 1980s?
2. What was the name of a racist attack that took
place in South London in 1981?
3. Why were many people disappointed by the
response of Thatcher’s government and the police
to the New Cross fire?
4. What was the name of the march against racism
through London organised by Darcus Howe in
1981?
5. Where did riots against the police take place in
1981?
6. What word means somebody who wants
Northern Ireland to stop being ruled by the UK and
be part of the Republic of Ireland?
7. What word means an organisation that has used
terrorism to campaign for Northern Ireland to
become part of the Republic of Ireland?
8. What word means someone who is imprisoned
for criticising their government?
9. In Northern Ireland, who did Thatcher’s
governments refuse to recognise as political
prisoners?
10. What did Irish Republicans such as Bobby
Sands do when Thatcher’s governments refused to
recognise them as political prisoners?
11. What did Thatcher’s governments do when Irish
Republicans such as Bobby Sands went on hunger
strike?
12. What was the name of the law passed by
Thatcher’s government which made it illegal for
schools or councils to teach children about gay and
lesbian relationships?
13. What was the name of the organisation formed
by gay and lesbian people in 1989 to campaign for
equal rights?

Copy, Cover, Check
High levels of unemployment
New Cross fire
They thought the government and police did not take it
seriously enough
Black People’s Day of Action
Brixton and inner-city
Manchester and Liverpool

areas

of

Birmingham,

Irish Republican
Irish Republican Army (IRA)
Political prisoner
Irish Republicans such as Bobby Sands
Went on hunger strike
Let them die

Section 28

Stonewall
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Aim Higher:
Reading
□ Read You Wouldn’t Want to be an Anglo-Saxon Peasant!, by Jacqueline Morley & David
Antram (Non-fiction) £1.07
□ Read Anglo-Saxons & Vikings (Usborne History of Britain) by Hazel Maskell, Abigail Wheatley,
Ian McNee (Non-fiction) £4.50
□ Read The Private Lives of the Saints: Power, Passion and Politics in Anglo-Saxon England by
Janina Ramirez (Non-fiction) £1.77
□ Read Beowulf, by Michael Morpurgo (Fiction) £1.78
□ Read Anglo-Saxon Boy, by Tony Bradman & Sam Hart (Fiction) £3.11
□ Read The Riddle of the Runes, by Janina Ramirez (Fiction) £2.10
Projects
□ Make a resource (poster, presentation, video etc.) to teach Y6 students about why England
was formed in the tenth century. It must answer the following questions:
• How did social developments contribute to the formation of England?
• How did political developments contribute to the formation of England?
Online learning
□ Research the Anglo-Saxons with the British Library
□ Research the Anglo-Saxons with the Historical Association
Documentaries and Films
□ Watch Treasures of the Anglo-Saxons on Vimeo (Documentary)
□ Watch The Anglo Saxon Invasion - History of Britain on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch King Alfred and the Anglo Saxons on Dailymotion (Documentary)
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Aim Higher:
Reading
□ Read The Norman Conquest, by Marc Morris (Non-fiction) £1.08
□ Read The Norman Conquest, by Marie Roesser (Non-fiction) £7.95
□ Read The Battle Of Hastings, by Gillian Clements (Non-fiction) £4.24
□ Read 1066 (I Was There), by Jim Eldridge (Fiction) £0.64
□ Read Wulf the Saxon: A Story of the Norman Conquest, by G.A. Henty (Fiction) £3.88
□ Read Norman the Norman from Normandy, by Philip Ardagh (Fiction) £3.44
Projects
□ Make a resource (poster, presentation, video etc.) to teach Y6 students about the
consequences of the Norman Conquest on England. It must answer the following questions:
• What were the political consequences of the Norman Conquest on England?
• What were the environmental consequences of the Norman Conquest on England?
• What were the social consequences of the Norman Conquest on England?
Online learning
□ Study online - The Normans with KS4 BBC Bitesize
□ Study online - Edexcel GCSE Anglo-Saxon & Norman England with Seneca
Documentaries and Films
□ Watch The Normans on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch King Harold: Fact or Fiction on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch William the Conqueror on Amazon Prime (Film)
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Aim Higher:
Schools History Project Essay Competition in association with Professor Peter Frankopan
The Schools History Project have organised an essay competition with the world-leading Oxford
history Professor Peter Frankopan (@peterfrankopan) and author of The Silk Roads – A New
History of the World. If students wish to enter then they should write an essay answering the
question below:
“If 1066 is said to be the most important date in English history, what is the equivalent in another
country?”
The countries that students can write about cannot include European or North American
countries. Also, extra credit will be given for geographical and chronological ambition.
Word limit: 800 words
Ark Pioneer Deadline: 09:00 Fri 1st May
Submission: Email to info@arkpioneer.org
Reading
□ The Magna Carta Chronicle: A Young Person's Guide to 800 Years in the Fight for Freedom,
by Christopher Lloyd, Patrick Skipworth & Andy Forshaw (Non-fiction) £1.23
□ Magna Carta: The Making and Legacy of the Great Charter, by Dan Jones (Non-fiction)
£0.66
□ King John: Treachery, Tyranny and the Road to Magna Carta, by Marc Morris (Non-fiction)
£1.15
□ Rupert's Parchment: Story of Magna Carta by Eileen Cameron and Doris Ettlinger (Fiction)
£4.70
□ Magnus Carter: A Fable About Justice and Liberty, by Julian Warrender & Lyndsey Smith
(Fiction) £0.35
□ The Greatest Knight: A gripping novel about William Marshal - one of England's forgotten
heroes, by Elizabeth Chadwick (Fiction) £1.12
Projects
□ Make a resource (poster, presentation, video etc.) to teach Y6 students about King John
and Magna Carta. It must answer the following questions:
• Why did King John’s dispute with the Papacy contribute to the barons creating Magna
Carta in June 1215?
• Why did King John’s financial policies contribute to the barons creating Magna Carta in
June 1215?
• Why did King John’s arbitrary rule contribute to the barons creating Magna Carta in June
1215?
Online learning
□ Study online - Magna Carta and its Legacies: Freedom and protest with Coursera
□ Research Magna Carta with the British Library
Documentaries and Films
□ Watch David Starkey's Magna Carta on Dailymotion (Documentary)
□ Watch Britain's Bloodiest Dynasty on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch The Plantagenets on Dailymotion (Documentary)
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Aim Higher:
Reading
□ Read Tudor: The Family Story, by Leanda de Lisle (Non-fiction) £0.01
□ Read Black Tudors: The Untold Story, by Miranda Kaufmann (Non-fiction) £3.90
□ Read Tudor (Eyewitness) (DK Eyewitness), by Simon Adams (Non-fiction) £3.50
□ Read Eliza Rose & Lady Mary, by Lucy Worsley (Fiction) £2.14
□ Read Spy Master: First Blood, by Jan Burchett (Fiction) £0.01
□ Read Diver's Daughter, by Patrice Lawrence (Fiction) £2.62
Projects
□ Make a resource (poster, presentation, video etc.) to teach Y6 students about the
consequences of the Break with Rome on England. It must answer the following questions:
• What were the consequences of the Break with Rome on the power of the monarch?
• What were the consequences of the Break with Rome for the modernisation of
government?
• What were the consequences of the Break with Rome for religious division?
Online learning
□ Study the online course, The Tudors with FutureLearn
□ Study the online course, History: Edexcel GCSE Henry VIII & his Ministers with Seneca
Documentaries and Films
□ Watch Henry & Anne: The Lovers Who Changed History on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch Martin Luther, the Reformation and the nation on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch The Tudors on Amazon Prime (TV series)
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Aim Higher:
Reading
□ Read A Monarchy Transformed, Britain 1630-1714 by Mark Kishlansky (Non-fiction) £5.59
□ Read White King: Charles I, Traitor, Murderer, Martyr by Leanda de Lisle (Non-fiction) £9.77
□ Read The Time Traveller's Guide to Restoration Britain by Ian Mortimer (Non-fiction) £5.06
□ Read The Poison Bed by E.C. Fremantle (Fiction) £1.64
□ Read The Familiars by Stacey Halls (Fiction) £5.60
□ Read Restoration by Rose Tremain (Fiction) £1.64
Projects
□ Make a resource (poster, presentation, video etc.) to teach Y6 students about why King
Charles I lost control of his kingdoms. It must answer the following questions:
• How did disagreements about taxation contribute to Charles I losing control of his
kingdoms?
• How did disagreements about religion contribute to Charles I losing control of his
kingdoms?
• How did disagreements about political power contribute to Charles I losing control of his
kingdoms?
Online learning
□ Study the online course, Early Modern England: Politics, Religion, and Society under the
Tudors and Stuarts with Yale University
□ Study the Stuarts with Stuarts Online
Documentaries and Films
□ Watch Charles I: Killing a king on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch Kings & Queens of England: Episode 4: Stuarts on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch The Favourite on Amazon Prime (Film)
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Aim Higher:
Reading
□ Read Suffragette: the battle for equality, by David Roberts (Non-fiction) £11.49
□ Read What is Feminism? Why do we need it? & other big questions, by Louise Spilsbury & Bea
Appleby (Non-fiction) £2.09
□ Read Emmeline Pankhurst, by Kay Barnham (Non-fiction) £1.12
□ Read The Princess and the Suffragette, by Holly Webb (Fiction) £0.19
□ Read My Best Friend the Suffragette, by Sally Morgan & Gareth Conway (Fiction) £0.01
□ Read Opal Plumstead, by Jacqueline Wilson (Fiction) £0.01
Projects
□ Make a resource (poster, presentation, video etc.) to teach Y6 students about why women
secured the right to vote in 1918. It must answer the following questions:
• What did the Suffragists do and why did this help women secure the right to vote?
• What did the Suffragettes do and why did this help women secure the right to vote?
• What happened during the First World War and why did this help women secure the right
to vote?
Online learning
□ Complete the online course Peterloo to the Pankhursts: Radicalism and Reform in the 19th
Century
□ Complete the online course Beyond the Ballot: Women’s Rights and Suffrage from 1866
to Today
Documentaries and Films
□ Watch Suffragettes with Lucy Worsley on BBC iPlayer (Documentary)
□ Watch Secrets Of A Suffragette on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch Suffragette on All 4 (Film)
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Aim Higher:
Reading
□ Read Britain Since the War (Usborne History of Britain) by Henry Brook, Conrad Mason and Ian
McNee (Non-fiction) £0.19
□ Read A History of Modern Britain by Andrew Marr (Non-fiction) £1.00
□ Read Lovers and Strangers: An Immigrant History of Post-War Britain by Clair Wills (Non-fiction)
£8.04
□ Read Carrie’s War, by Nina Bawden (Fiction) £1.73
□ Read Goodnight Mister Tom by Michelle Magorian (Fiction) £2.05
□ Read Small Island by Andrea Levy (Fiction) £1.00
Projects
□ Make a resource (poster, presentation, video etc.) to teach Y6 students about the consequences of the
Second World War on Britain. It must answer the following questions:
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for the welfare state?
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for economic changes?
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for changing Britain’s relationship with the
wider world?
Online learning
□ Study the online course, A History of Public Health in Post-War Britain with FutureLearn
□ Study Attlee’s Britain 1945-1951 Planning for the future? with the National Archives
Documentaries and Films
□ Watch Andrew Marr’s History of Modern Britain on Dailymotion (Documentary)
□ Watch Cold War Britain on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch The Spirit of '45 on YouTube (Film)
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Aim Higher:
Reading
□ Read Rejoice! Rejoice!: Britain in the 1980s by Alwyn W. Turner (Non-fiction) £8.54
□ Read A History of Modern Britain by Andrew Marr (Non-fiction) £1.00
□ Read Access to History: Britain 1951–2007 by Michael Lynch (Non-fiction) £14.92
□ Read Billy Elliot by Melvin Burgess (Fiction) £1.07
□ Read The True Confessions of Adrian Albert Mole, Margaret Hilda Roberts and Susan Lillian
Townsend by Sue Townsend (Fiction) £0.01
□ Read The Assassination of Margaret Thatcher by Hilary Mantel (Fiction) £0.62
Projects
□ Make a resource (poster, presentation, video etc.) to teach Y6 students about the consequences of
Margaret Thatcher’s governments on Britain. It must answer the following questions:
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for the economy?
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for rolling back the state?
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for social division?
Online learning
□ Study the online course, The Politics of Economics and the Economics of Politicians with
FutureLearn
□ Study The Thatcher Era with the National Archives
Documentaries and Films
□ Watch Andrew Marr’s History of Modern Britain on Vimeo (Documentary)
□ Watch Thatcher: A Very British Revolution on BBC iPlayer (Documentary)
□ Watch The 80s with Dominic Sandbrook on YouTube (Documentary)
□ Watch Billy Elliot on YouTube (Film)
□ Watch The Iron Lady on YouTube (Film)
□ Watch Pride on YouTube (Film)
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